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ABSTRACT 

'rhis thesis focuses on the archaeological identifi-

cation of non-traditional artifacts introduced into the 

Hawaiian economy by transitory maritime-based traders during 

the Hawaiian protohistoric period, A.D. 1778-1820. The 

relationship between the transitory visitor, the Hawaiian 

people and the objects used in trading activities is 

examined through a model that views the pattern of artifact 

assemblages for this period as .being determined by island· . 

geography and by the transitory nature of the trade· itself. 

~::>getherthese-factors ·patterno:e-ifispersaf-

wester'ngoods c,during this .time/:.selected collections -from. 

the island of Hawai'i, O'ahu,and Xaua'i provide the carch-

aeological database for this study, while data concerning 

the types and quantities of western goods introduced into 

Hawai'i during the protohistoric period have been gleaned 

£rom various historic documents. The results of this study 

can be used as a general guide for the identification and 

interpretation-of protohistoricperiod sites in Hawai'iand 
-- .... -

should.bellsefulininterpretingpost-contact sites else-·· 

where in the Pacific. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic warp of the fabric is the process of 
evolution, interwoven with the weft of unique 
events trailed from the shuttle of history. The 
variable strands of the weft produce a pattern 
interlocked with the regularity of the warp. The 
resulting design ... has determined the relationship 
each strand of yarn has to every other in the woof 
and warp of the fabric. The design can be equated 
with culture process. The fabric is that creation 
oflllan known as culture (South 1977:25). 

At the time of contact, 18 January 1778, Captain James 

Cook ~foundtheHawaiian peppl_e~ oz:ganized_undeLa_ comp~ex-,:-~--------~~~----
,-'-~~c ~~--~-~---~----.----~~---~----.-----~-~-~~~-~~ ~- . ~~. -' 

political .hierachy .The~ei ties o-were at the top of this 

-pyramid; followed by seven grades of chiefs (ali' il, and a 

the large class of commoners (maka'ainanal formed the base 

(Kirch 1985:6). This social system fOllowed the same 

pattern. Land tenure and SUbsistence organization for 

example, were complex, with many subdivisions. The Islands 

were divided into districts governed by the ali'i 'ai moku 

(the island eating chiefs). The districts were then divided 

into ahupua 'a, each governed by an ali' i 'ai ahupua' a, who 

then~ appointed a konohiki -(headman of ahupua' a land 

division)_to overseethemaka'ainana~Themaka'ainanawere 

oCc~~~_:,_tl:lf!-1_'il>C':::L~!C>~C:_E!o:!hat .• produced-thetribute'c-(goodsand: 

~services) ,:;thatwaspresented:through this hierarchy up- the ~ 

pyramid and back to the gods. 

1 



After Cook's arrival and his untimely death in the 

islands, sporadic contact between Hawaiians and visitors 

from Europe and America continued through these 42 years. 

Most interaction occurred between the district or ahupua'a 

chiefs and the foreigners. This pattern of sporadic 

visitation differentiates the period of contact during the 

protohistoric (between 177B-1B20) from contact in the 

historic period (post-1B20) when visitors came to stay in 

the islands. 

The report of Cook's discovery of Hawai'i (Beaglehole 

-~-cc:-~-_--_-_ -!9 67}--1.s-C:onsiaered-tO be-the --first--'account- of -- the-tIawaiian---- ---------

archipelago_(Figure __ ~. _1) • __ Seven years passed wi thout any 

known foreign visitor to the islands between 1779 and 1786. 

In 1786, captains Dixon and Portlock visited the islands, 

after which time ships crossing the Pacific regularly 

stopped in Hawai'i. Most stopped only temporarily for 

provisions on their crossing of the Pacific from the 

Northwest Coast of America to Asia; in fact, Cook's visits 

were the ~ongest duration recorded for the next 34 years. 

-CC:Thesporadic nature of contact in Rawai'i between 1778-1820 

is similar to other areas ~here the protohistoric has been 

identified (Cheek B74;Fiijier 1977; Quimby 1966). 

-==~:;":,_'-::=_-_--c-_ -Some-sailors from these ships were -deta.ined- from their 

journeys and remained in the islands in service to 

Kamehameha, ali' i nui (the paramount chief by usurpation). 

Most notable of the foreigners in Hawai'iinthe eighteenth 
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century were John Young and Isaac Davis, who were detained 

in 1791 from the fur trading ships Eleanora and Fair 

American. Others, often nameless in the historical records, 

stayed as part of Kamehameha's entourage of foreigners who 

assisted him in ship building and helped him to acquire the 

general navigation and weaponry skills for use with these 

ships. 

'rhis period of initial contact and sporadic visitation 

to Hawai'iended almost overnight as the result of three 

events. These events were: 1) the death of Kamehameha,on 8 
.. _-, ~------~-- ---- ----~----.-- ----- ,: ------_.,-------------- --"~,--_.- -----,-.--- -- - ---~- - - - - ~~--- --,----------- _._---- ------ --

:May 1819 ; ,:2 )·the "breaking of ,the ',ai kapu (where men .and 

',women ate together); and 3 )thearri val of the American 

Protestant missionaries on 19 April ~820. These events 

happened within eighteen months of each other, radically 

altering the Hawaiian culture as it was recorded by captain 

Cook forty-two years earlier. 

The Problem 

The problem that this thesis focuses on is two fold: 

the identification'of artifacts as time markers for the 

protohistoricperiod 1778-~820, and the interpretation of 

_ ~i 

artifact patterns identified in the archaeological record. 

,Theid~ntification ofspeci£ic artifact_lnarkers, helps-toset: __ , __ ----It i_ 

-the chronology o£ archaeological features and sites. Through 

the examination of written documents that record items used 

in trade during the protohistoric period it may be possible 

'" to identify similar artifacts in the archaeological record. 



The ,lists of trade items also allows for the dating of 

introductions of specific items. It is hoped that this 

document will provide a sUbstantive contribution to the 

understanding of the contact period before 1820 in Hawai'i. 

It is vital that an understanding of the pattern of trade 

and its sporadic nature during the protohistoric period as 

identified in the .following pages be understood prior to the 

discussion of broad research issues such as demography or 

settlement patterns. 

___ !n_tEi,/; __ ~hesis _I amcnotcconcerned_so much wi '-H .. _Cc.:c, ___ c,-:-c_-:~-.-_c·~------c-1 

discussing the economic links that Hawai 'i hadcwith a :world 

economyor'the':riseof capitalism in 1iawai'i, or with' 

demographic issues. 'This thesis focuses on the identi-

fication and definition of sites between 1778-1820. In other 

words can such sites be dated? How does one date such sites? 

And if such sites cannot be dated, what alternatives are 

then left for the study of broad research issues such as 

demography or settlement patterns? 

Initial contact 

If we are to assume that culture is dynamic and that 

changes within any cUltural _system are normal processes, 

___ then '. iden tify ingcand.cunderstanding,systemicchanges-are-_ 

- logical steps -in the study of culture contact. The.social 

sciences generally hope to explain the relationship between 

humans and their environment. Historical archaeology, 

cultural anthropology and social history can provide similar 

5 



approaches to the study of the past (Deagan 1988:7). But the 

particular goal of historical archaeology is to study the 

processes and interrelationships by which human social and 

economic organizations developed and evolved in the modern 

world (Deagan 1988:8). 

Processual studies would include issues concerned with 

cultural processes in operation at a particular time and 

place. The chronological basis for such studies is inferred 

by some means of dating. Once chronologically ordered, these 

cultural processes can be used as the "buildingblocks"from 
.. ----------,-------,~,-'"--~---,-.,---.. - - - - -- -- --~-- ---- -

~vhich to investigate issues such as the .rise of capitalism .. 

inthe:post-1500world (Wallerstein 1980;Wolfe~982 ~ 

Sahlins 1985). The capitalist world economy, with its 

genesis in Europe, has geographically expanded to cover the 

entire globe (Wallerstein 1980). Hawai'i was part of the 

capitalist expansion, but only after 1820 when Hawai'i 

played a role in the export of sandalwood (although one 

contract for sandalwood was writtenbeiore thistime,the 

post-J.820 date marks the begining of socio-cultural changes 

related to the sandalwood trade). World systems _theory is 

I not a new concept and the basis of this theory is that a 

relationshipexi~ts between economics,andPowerr~!atiol1s'~,::.~,,;c __ ,I 
between: colonial and frontier societies. _ Haw,ii' i:was viewed .'. )' 

as a frontier society to the established and mercantile 

colonial societies of Western Europe and the united states 

in the early nineteenth century. It is after this point in 

1 
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time that the archaeologicalrecord~changes from the 
. ~ 

intermittent and sporadic occurr,-nce of foreign items to a 

higher frequency of foreign items. 

other research issues that focus on demography, and the 

connection betwe~n human geography and anthropology (cul-

ture), include questions of settlement patterns, disease 

vectors, and population estimates. CUltural contact situa

tions have provided the basis for .important contributions in 

this area (Deetz 19621 Deagan 1982), and the identification 

of contact sites is necessary £or any discussion of 

population dynamicS-;-epTdem:ics;-andsoc{ai-:disIntegration. ---------

llistorical,sources: o£tenprovide-theneeded:insiqht-

into social and economic variables used-to interpret 

archaeological patterns of initial contact sites. For 

example, some studies of gender have suggested that "the 

people provide the links between the two cultures in contact 

is a critical factor in determining the end results of 

acculturation" (Deagan 1982:163). In other words the 

assimilation of western ideas and goods and the resulting 

systemic changes in the recipient culture can often be -

identified or inferred by examining the historical 

documentation Ior the gender of the individuals involved in 
------~--.-... ------

contact situations. 

Acculturation 

To what degree is a group acculturated?: When does an 

indigenous site become a historic site? Is the presence or 

7 
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absence of exotic trade artifacts the key criterion in 

historic site identification? Is .a site historic after the 

point of initial contact or after the point of continuous 

contact? 

Identifying the change from a prehistoric site to a 

historic site hinges on the larger problem of defining when 

a group 'becomes acculturated. The first formal attempt to 

define the anthropological concept of acculturation was made 

in the mid-th~ies and defined as the result of two groups 
f) 

that come into continuous first had contact and changes 

;~~~~-i~the6;i-giiaic~~it~~~i~:tte~~~-.~f-C~i~~~~-·· ~~~~~-- .--_. 
-(Redf ield.;'-Linton, and· Herskovits193 6);- Forty-two:years 

later defini~ions are still being suggested@chuyler 

:/1978:28). Both sources include discussion of the element of 

time as it relates to the contact situation, that is, 

sporadic versus continuous interaction. They agree that 

acculturation can be confirmed when changes in the original 

cultural pattern are altered in observable ways. According 

to Schuyler: 

Ind.~genous sites become hist-oric sites, and thus 
the subject matter for our discipline, only when 
their basic cultural and ecological patterns have 
been altered by contact and when this is displayed-

.. ~inthe-archaeologicaldata(Schuyler _1978:28). 

The links between acculturation,historic sites, and 
~ _. -. 

exotic artifacts becomes clear. Exotic artifacts are 

indications of an association with Europeans and we may 

infer contact or trade but not necessarily direct or first 

8 



hand contact with foreigners. The presence of the artifacts 

may signal the beginings of acculturation, but not 

necessarily so. Artifacts acquired during the contact period 

-may or may not alter pre-contact organizational patterns. In 

-- other words contact situations may not necessar.ilychange 

the organization of material culture or human behavior from 

its previous prehistoric state. 

The study of acculturation through the examination of 

archaeological data in conjunction with written sources 

provides insights into changing aspects of cultural systems. 

Deetz (1962)cexcavatedat.thesite -of La PUrisimaMission in 

California,built in 1812 to service the Chumash .Indians. He 

also excavated a nearby Chumash village, Alamo -Pintado, and 

by comparing the two identified systemic changes in Chumash 

culture. Male-oriented activities changed the most between 

the two data sets while female activities showed little 

change and greater stability over time. The interaction 

between two divergent groups (Spanish missionaries and 

Chumash men) may account for the stability of female 

artifact categories, in relation to their corresponding 

activities, as contrasted against male-oriented activities 

and artifact categories. 

Two anthropologists have tackled the problem of 

classifying types of material artifacts that may show 

patterns of change in response to acculturation. Quimby 

9 
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Table 1.1 

CATEGORIES OF ACCULTURATION * 
New Types: 

1. of artifacts received for which there is a native 
counterpart. 

2. of artifacts received where there is no native 
counterpart. 

3. of artifacts made from native materials but 
copying introduced models. 

a. Where the techniques are introduced along 
with the new artifact. 

b.-- '--Where the techniques-come -fromwithinthe---
recipient group. 

4 • of artifacts where the introduced-lllodel is 
decorated after the native manner. 

5. of artifacts where the lllanufacture is local but 
the lllaker employs imported material and 
techniques. 

Old Tvpes 

1. of artifacts where there is a sUbstitution of an 
imported material for a local one. 

2. of artifacts where there is a substitution of 
naterial and technique. 

3_ofartifacts modified by the introduction ofa new 
element of subject. 

* From White (1974: 156, Table 1). 

10 
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(1966) introduced "categories of change" as a ,way of 

assessing the degree to which artifact categories changed 

over time. This method was an attempt to determine the 

degree of acculturation or change on the American Indian 

culture as a result of contact with the Europeans. Later 

White (1974) uses a similar scheme to estimate the degree of 

acculturation the Pomo Indians experienced through contact 

with melllbers of the Russian American company at Fort ROss, 

California. 

White added a '''manuIacturer'' category (one that Quilllby 

didn I tinclude ).-~he'eightcategoriesof-materialculture 

,.', night "b~ identiIied-inany'acculturative"'situati~nand -"can

be a valuable tool in the analysis of artifacts found in the 

contact situation" (White 1974:156, Table 1:161). The 

categories identified in his article are presented here in 

Table 1.1. When applied to the indigenous site artifact 

asselllblages, the pattern or degree of acculturation can be 

inferred. 

The study of contact situations provides archaeologists 

with access ~to several .independent -categories of -evidence 

(historical documentation of individual recollections of 

events) Such a ,data base hasbeen characterized by schuyler 

(1977:) as "the spoken word, the written word, observed 

behavior and preserved behavior". In this thesis the 

documentary sources are part of the data base. Also included 

c,. are the material by-products or 

11 



'''preserved behavior" of contact situations • 

. In this chapter the problem of artifact identification 

as time markers and the interpretation of artifact patterns 

was introduced. The importance of identifying pre-contact 

(pre-1778), initial contact (1778-1820), and early historic 

post-1820) features, all of which may share archaeologically 

similar artifact patterns, was also introduced. Chrono-

.logical controls for identifying features distinguished 

.during the period of initial contact, hereafter referred to 

as ·theprotohistoric (1778-'.1820), are vital to understanding 

-----~-thistrari~ltionaTperiOd; ·-this . understanding ,-:in-turn; .. :mayc-·· 

c.cshed~ight~on..broader_research_isssiies. The· remaining ........ · 

chapterspresent.a'methodology to distinguish the 

protohistoric from the historic period including the 

documentary sources for this period. We will begin with a 

detailed examination of the nature of the Hawaiian 

protohistoric. 

12 



Chapter 2 

THE PROTOHISTORIC AND HISTORIC PERIODS IN HAWAI'I 

Definitions of Protohistoric and Historic Periods 

The Hawaiian protohistoric has been identified by Kirch 

(l985:306-308) as the period A.D. 1650-1795. His definition 

of the protohistoric period is based on the systemic (tech

nological,political,andsocial) changes to the Hawaiian 

culture from "its Ancestral Polynesian predecessor". Kirch 

. asserts that "these changes were witnessed at European 
-~ ,--~--

--contact" --(Xiich-l9 85: 3 06 F.bu£.beganbeforeforei'gneirs---- ---

---'arrived._-_-

In contrast to ·Kirch's definition, I consider the 

protohistoric to be the period between prehistory and 

history. Prehistory refers to the period of time before 

initial European contact. The historic period would then be 

defined as the period after European contact and after the 

establishment of mercantile capitalism (for most of Hawai'i 

this date is 1820, for Honolulu this period may begin a :few 

Yearsearl.ier). In the historic period .indigenous sites 

become historic sites and can .be archaeologically 

di:fferentiated by changes in the "basic cultural and 

.;;;;;logi'calPatte:rns "that· havebeenal teredby contact 

{Schuyler 1978:28). 

Theprotohistoric period, as used in this thesis, 

--delineates a major cultural and temporal period that is 

13 
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specific for those areas of Hawai'i which were in sporadic 

contac·t with European visitors between 1778 and 1820. 

Foreigners during this time tended to focus on their needs 

(water, food, sex, and shelter) which included maintaining 

their relationships with paramount chiefs. Kamehameha was 

the paramount chief of Hawai'iand parts of Maui by 1795 and 
'7 

~ 
~. 

after 1795 of 0' ahu as well. his means that the movements (?\..-<r '/ _ '"'v, .... , 
'-:J.AIV <--' J 

. of Kamehameha during much of -this time ~a key factor in 

identi1:ying the nuances of protohistoric cultural contact.-

The Hawaiian material culture of this period, from an arch--r, " 
.. ___ ~,.~ __ '" __ _____c__ ___ __'-_. _. __ c. __ . ______ ,'-~_~_____,_, ______ ------.-- . - - --. ------·--c-~·----- ---:-:-~.h~~--

-aeological point of view, was not changed from its previous_ . . 

-prehis toric-pa ttern. 

The historic _period, on the other hand, is differen-

tiated by the technological, social, and material influence 

of missionaries and whalers who arrived in the Islands in 

1820. The influence of the missionaries was tfar~or::) 
reaching in the Islands than that of the whalers. Moreover, 

the whalers as a group were concentrated on Maui rather than 

on the other Islands. 

The __ missionaries of the~~erican Board of -Foreign 

.Missionaries and the mercantile efforts that followed them 

in the 1820s subsequently altered artifact patterns that are 

-revealed in the .. archaeological record. _The introduction of 

new objects (sets of dishes, cloth, clothing, bottled 

CJIIedicines,liquor, glassware), made available .for purchase 

. """ or. barter to all, not just the chiefs, allowed for material v~ 

14 



culture to spread across the spectrum of chiefs and 

commoners, thereby changing the archaeological pattern. 

Changes to the. patterns of material goods ~nevitable due 

to the increase of exotic goods filtering through the system 

through many different conduits--through merchants and 

missionaries, as well as their wives and children. This 

pattern of distribution significantly differs from the 

pattern of the previous 42 years of contact, which had 

dominatedbytransitory1llalevisitors (traders). Deagan 

(~982: 163) points out that the link between two cultures in 

....... ·~-contact~~is .• crit-icaT;C·.The-:llnJC:intheprotohistor iC-1>eriod 
- -- -

..... was=cdominated~Jnaleswhe"re_asin the historic period the .. 

links are 1Ilen, women, and children. 

Although little archaeological research has focused on 

marker artifacts of the Hawaiian protohistoric period, the 

information presented in journals and logs of the time 

period suggests frequent and varied trading between 

Westerners and Hawaiians. Initially iron was the object most 

sought after, followed by guns, which in turn gave way to 

····:increasingquantities of perishable items (cloth or . 

clothing) ~nd novelty items (ceramics, mirrors, furniture) • 

. Pressure -was placed on the foreign traders to provide the 

~ppropria:t:e go-ods to offer in trade to the HawaiiansIor 

their food and water. This control of trade by the 

indigenous group is typical of the contact period 

- interactions in other areas 
e:::

(Fisher 

" 
15 

1977:2-5). It separates 
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theprotohistoric period from the historic period, where the 

merchants established businesses, and where they (the 

foreigners) controlled prices. 

In subsequent sections of this Chapter, the nature of 

the Hawaiian protohistoric period will be explored by 1) 

discussing the -rationale for using selected trade items as a 

means of identifying protohistoric sites; 2) presenting a 

brief evaluation of the documentary literature pertaining to 

early protohistoric trade in Hawai'i,and 3) discussing the 

strikingly different mechanisms for ·trade during the 

protohistoric -and -historiccperiods~-

_ . Material- cor~~lates of the -Hawaiian Protohistoric 

This thesis presents an investigation into the problem 

presented by the meager record of material remains from the 

protohistoric period when maritime trade was established 

between foreigners and Hawaiians. Temporary visitors to the 

Islands dispensed to the Hawaiians various trade goods, 

plants, animals, ideas, and diseases. Documents provided by 

European and American visitors name the locations and 

provide-the year of these introductions. These documents 

describe the initial and subsequent contact situations 

between two divergent cultures, that of the western 
- - -. - - -- . 

(American; English, French or Russian}visitor and the 
- . 

native Hawaiian. However, the identification of Hawaiian 

sites or cultural features, dating between the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (approximately 

16 
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1778 to 1820) has been difficult',While the first 42 years 

of the contact period, the protohistoric, has been selected 

as a focal point of this investigation and discussion, 

references to the historic period will also appear. 

This paper focuses on those artifact patterns that 

-reflect access to the types of trade goods introduced and 

recovered in the archaeological record during this 42-year 

period. The archaeological database, or collections, used to 

illustrate this pattern are from selected sites on-the 

islands of Hawai 1 i, 0 'ahu, and~aua' i • The artifact _ _ __ ----.. ---- ._--- -" --.-.. --------- --:.. ... __ .-'-----------:---',-:.:--' ,--- ~--- --- ".,----, -- ---- .. - ---------=-~.--~- --- "--....,-~~--~--

-collections J:romthesesites.-will J:,e -correlated.to the 

wri tten-- documents ofthe-protohistoric period-to identitY 

specific artifact types that may serve as time markers for 

this period in Hawaiian history. 

Investigations of the artifacts diagnostic of the 

protohistoric and the interpretation of the relative lack of 

protohistoric artifacts in the archaeological record -has 

been neglected in Hawaiian archaeology. A question relevant 

to the focus of such an investigation and one that -will be 

addressed here is: What artifacts can be used to identify 

protohistoric features? An additional question that should 

,-_also be addressed is: What makes identification· of post-

.1820, the historic period, features lessdifficult?-

The answer to the first question can be found in the 

historic documents that describe activities of trade between 

the Hawaiians and the foreigners. Excerpts from these 
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documents will be detailed in the next chapter. Through the 

documentary record one can identify what might be expected 

to be recovered in the archaeological record for the 

protohistoric period. However, the items listed in these 

documents do not always match the items recovered from an 

.archaeological excavation. Nonetheless, artifacts dated to 

the protohistoric period can be used to date the archaeo

logical deposits within which they are recovered. 

The greater availablilty ofhistoric-artiracts reflects 

the continuous nature of trading opportunities available to 

the Hawaiians after themissionariesandthecmerchantswho 

followed the them arrived irithe:Islands.-Thispattern of 

trading transactions was markedly different from the 

protohistoric trade, where transitory foreign males provided 

non-traditional objects, such as beads, nails, metal tools, 

guns, and cloth. These items remained the same until the 

establishment of foreign settlers and settlements in the 

islands. The establishment of continuous or sustained 

contact with foreigners and the availability of a wider 

range of objects used in trade or their availability in ·the 

marketplaceprovided.Hawaiians with increased and continuous 

access to ·foreign goods._. 

The ~ources _ 

The archaeological assemblages targeted for this 

.investigation were selected because they were recovered from 

areas noted as important locations for transactions between 
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Westerners and Hawaiians during the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries. These include five locations: 

Kealakekua, ·and the nearby area of Honaunau, and Kawaihae 

(John Young's house site is located here)on the island of 

Hawai'i; the coastal area known as Makena on the island of 

Maui; and waimea Bay on Kaua' LThe selection of archaeo-

logical sites and associated artifact assemblages within 

these areas was based on this author's £amiliarity with the 

sites themselves, and with the relevant. site histories, 

artifact collections, and published information • 

. --:----si tescwere-chosen-primarily~on=the .. strength-:'of .. -.- --. -.... ---- -. 

___ ._ : .. ~ocatioit!::i:i~~ __ ~s_econdarilY onpUblisl:lEldinformation • The 

archaeological information collected at the locations listed 

above has been contract work that was conducted by the 

Bishop Museum staff. In some cases the original published 

information did not include descriptions of some of the 

historic artifacts recovered during the archaeological field 

work. Thus a thorough examination of -the artifact collec-

tions was necessary. The archaeological collections that 

--were reviewed included collections from the National .Park 

service Historic Landmarks of Pu'uhonua 0 Honaunau and PU'u 

. -Xohola, . alongcwi th collections -from Fort Elizabeth now 

. housed·· byCthe ~CDepartmentofLandandNatural Resources in 

Honolulu. In addition to these collections I reviewed 

various collections held at the Bernice -Po Bishop Museum 

Department of Anthropology, looking specifically for 
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artifacts that could be used as markers for the proto

historic period. This research required the survey of all 

non-traditional artifacts stored in cabinets in the Museum. 

Historical sources such as journals and logs of 

sojourners provide information on first and subsequent 

encounters between these transitory visitors and the 

Hawaiians. Generally these accounts provide valuable 

documentation on the cultural nuances of Hawaiian life over 

time (Beaglehole 1967, Vancouver ~984, Meares.1790, Townsend 

~921, Lisiansky 1968). These accounts also provide the 

archaeologist wi th .knowledgeof a.timeandaplace where 

interactionsbetweenBawaiiansal1dfore:Lgl'l-ersoccurred: -Toa 

lesser degree these documents provide descriptions of the 

articles used in trade with the indigenous groups encoun-

tered on voyages. Many times there are references to 

"trifles" as gifts being presented to an individual however 

the specific meaning of this term is unknown and the 

interpretation is left to the reader (c.f.Hughes 1977: 11 for 

similar comment). 

The available journals, logs, and diaries are ~uite 

numerous, and it was difficult to.limit the sources used for 

this thesis. The selection of documents was based on their 

inclusion of trading situations where the specific items 

used in trade were provided. In addition to reading about 

the various voyages of discovery by Cook 1778-1779 

(Beaglehole 1967), La Perouse 1786 (La Perouse 1968), 
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Vancouver -1792-1794, Lisiansky 1804 (Lisiansky 1968), and 

Golovnin1817-19 (Golovnin1979), other documents were 

examined, including various journals of fur traders. The fur 

traders provided detailed accounts of trading activities 

between themselves and Hawaiians because their social 

orientation was as a businessmen or merchants. Fur traders 

included Dixon (1968), Portlock (1789), Meares (1790), Roe 

(1967), Townsend (1921) , Lisiansky (1968), and Krusenstern 

(1968). All of these documents provided data on the objects 

used in trade in Hawai'i,the milieu for trading activities, 

ana-now--traded .. cibj ectsweremanipU:lated·:by·the recipient .•.... 

.. culture .. 

In the ~rotohistoricperiod, ,1786-1820 (excluding 

Cook's voyage and the 8 years hiatus), 134 ships stopped in 

the Hawaiian Islands. The average length of stay made by any 

one vessel was 17 days. Based on the documentation available 

the number of potential trading days was calculated. This 

number was arrived at only for those entries that provided 

both arrival and departure dates for the ships. The trading 

are referred to as"potential n because trade or the .. ~.,. 

exchange.of goods between foreigners and Hawaiians did not 

occur every day a ship was anchored offshore. The total 

nUmber of potential trading days was 2,262 • The range of 

trading days varies significantly from just a single day in 

1797 (this was the departure day of the ship otter), to a 

total of 137 days in 1794 (the visit of Vancouver with his 
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two ships). Table 2.1 provides a listing of the ships that 

visited Hawai'i. In chronological order it lists the 

captain's name and the origin of the ship. Figure 2.1 

illustrates the number of days foreign-vessels stopped in 

the Islands between 1778 and 1820. A total of 79 ships was 

identified by the criteria outlined above, representing 60% 

of the total number of ships that visited Hawai'i during 

this time. These statistics do not reflect the absolute 

number of days foreigners visited the Islands but it 

provides a representative sample of those that did. 

c.- :Thetopic ·-ofmaritime- fur--trade is--one-that-has--

sti1llulatedres~archers,_incl.uding historians, .geographers, 

and anthropologists, to write vigorously on the .subject 

since the early part of this century. The literature 

focusing on fur traders in a culture contact situation has 

generally concentrated on the articulation between two 

divergent cultures as they interacted either by a sea-based 

or a land-based organization. A major geographic focus of 

this subject has been the Pacific Northwest Coast (e.g. 

Fisher 1977, Kerch 1984, Quimby 1948:247-255). Of these 

summaries surprisingly .few include Hawai' i in the discussion 

of the maritime fur trade. Hawaii's role in the maritime 

based trade in furs across the Pacific is acknowledged in 

the work of J. Meares (1921), F. W. Howay (1932), R.Bradley 

(1939), T. Morgan (1948), J. M. Callahan (1969) andJ. W. 

Caruthers (1973). 
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Year 

1778 

1778-79 

1786 

1786-87 

~787 

., 

1788 

1788-89 

1789 

1790 

Table 2.1 

VESSELS VISITIBG ~ HAWAIIAN ISLABDS 1778 - 1820 

1rrl"al - _Departure 

Jan. n - Feb, 2 

Mov. 26 - Feb. ~ 

May 2' - June 13 

May.29- 30 

Nov . . ".16 - _Mar .. .15 

J<ay ·.20 -.25 

Au<;' -2- '-'~:sept .. 2 

--Sept, :s,;,'U 

sept. 27 - Oct. a 

.Jan. 2 - Mar. la 

oct. 18 - 26 

Dec. • - Mar. 15 

July 20 - Aug. 20 

AuqUst - ? 

sept. 23 - 25 

-early in year 

,both _captured. 

September 

.hip 

k:ll21Y.t.12D 
Qig2v~U:;t 

B~.21llt;i,s;m 
1l11!::Qv§rt 

XJ.,ng ~2:t:g§ 
on. Charlotte 

~~IQ1!l 
M:tx:gl~~ 

King ~e2;[g§ 
On, Charlotte 

I~;[i5l1 ~gl~ 
. or _ Loudoun 

HgottA 

Qn. !dla:rl.ot:t§ 

!J.ns G:eol:g~ 

f:t· ·Qf W~le§ 
~. BO:lAl 

r~11s:e 

II2bigeniil 
H~ W. Am~rj,9 

I1~bigen.i.il 

~ol~i,~ 

Mercury 

E.le~no:t:!:I. 

lalr Ame;:j,can 

Grace 

23 

captain oriqb 

Capt~ Cook British 
capt. Clerk British 

Capt. Cook British 
capt. Clerk British 

capt. Portlock British 
capt. Dixon British 

_La .Perouse French 
de -Langle French 

capt. Portlock :British 
capt. Dixon British 

,'Kaster:--Barkley Austrian .. -----,----"._.-

capt. --lIeares British 

Capt. ,Dixon _British 

capt. Porlock British 

Capt .. Colnett British 
capt. Duncan British 

Capt. Meares British 

Master Douglas British 
Master Funter British 

Master Douglas British 

Kaster Gray American 

capt. Cox British 

Saon Metcalf American 

Thomas Metcalf American .. 

..... Douglas American 

"----::,,'--:-o--'--~.-- :-:1(":'-- c--"" '0 

_ ~._ ;..-:;:,:-,c~ _.;_: _ ,.,.._._~".' , __ . 
_-~c-_ ___,~:o~=__",,~., 0-,-

,: ~ 
~ 

;, ! 
( 

{ 

f 
! 
l 
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Table 2.1, continued 

Year Arrival - Departure Ship captain Oriqin 

1791 Mar. 23 - Apr. 18 ~, R2XAl K. Quimper Spanish 
captured '89 

1791 April - ? .k9:2nilu:t 3. Colnett British 

May 20 29 ~ 3. Ingraham American 
Oct. 6 - 12 

Aug. 22 - Sept. 1 Gustsa!£9Jl!! III Capt. Barnett swedish 

oct. 4 - 10 ~ Capt. -.Marchand French 

Oct. - Nov. ~, Wa~b;i.Dg:tOn Capt. Kendrick American 

? - ? liaD!cQct Capt. Crowell American 

1792 Mar. 2 - 16 C:iscovety Capt", Vancouver British 
-- -'--_._--- ----_.----- ______ . ____ .~-._c-..,.--o_-- _.0 ___ 

-"Mar. .2 16 Q1at nS!m - .Lt. _~Brcughton .British, 
~---

.Mar .. 7 16 __ 2i:!iedalu§ 
-naval --supply 

Lt. --~er:ge~~. British 

Oct. 29 - Nov. 3 Col\lmQi~ R. Gray Alnerican 

Nov. 8 - 15 HalCYon c. W. Barkley ? 

? ? K~rgaret Capt. Magee American 

? ? Jenny Capt .. Baker British 

1793 Feb .. - ? Jackal A. Stewart British 
Nov. - Dec. W. Brown 

Feb. 12 - Mar. 30 Q,iscoveo capt. Vancouver British 
Feb. 12 Mar. 16 Chatham Lt. puget British 

Feb. ? Butte~or::th W. Brown British 

Mar. ? .Jefferson Capt" Roberts American 

. Oct./Nov .. - lo· Washinst1;on Capt. __ Kendrick American 
Spring 1794 
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Table 2.1, continued 

Te.r JUTi.&! o.p.rtur. nip CeptrlD orlqiD 

1794 Jan. --9 Mar. 14 Q:1:I!i:i5lY~U;:l: capt. Vancouver British 
Chath,· Lt. Puget British 

Jan. 9- Feb. 8 Da~~lYl Lt. Hergest British 

February Britannia Hawaiian 
(rirst ship built in islands -suppervised by Vancouver) 

Oct. - ? Jetter.,oD capt. Roberts AlDerican 

Sept. - ? Eb~ix .capt. Moore ? 

Dec. l - Dec. L. W~§b,i.Dg:tQD -Capt-. KendriCk American 
1794 ? - ? PD. Lgg ~ capt. .Gordon British 

1.794-95 Nov. '21 .- Jan •.. 12 W. -Brown British 

].795 -American -
or -" - - ,. ',,- -

1796 

1796-97 

1798 

1799 

Oct;';.cB 

--Winter - .Dec. 

? ? 

? ? 

Jan. 1 - Feb. 20 
July 6 - 31 

Feb. - 1 

october 

Dec. 2 '- Jan. 1 

Aug. 1.2 - 31 

January 

.1ul.Y.19 - 21 

Oct. 6 - 8-9 

- -1 

Pm . ..,,. Henery cWake 

L. Washington Simpson 

Mercury 

Prov~dence 

.W2Y 

~ 
(wrecked) 

Neptune 

caroline or 
p,..",nnn 

Hancock 

25 

Cat. Barnett 

Capt. Broughton 

C • Bishop 

B. Barber 

E. Oorr 

O. Greene 

Capt. Rowan 

R. cleveland 

Capt. crocker 

British 

-_British 

British 

American 

British 

British 

? 

British 

American 

American 

American 

American 

" 

c 
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Tabl. 2.1, continued 

Year urival - Departure .hip c.optail> oriqil> \ -

18DO SUlIlJIIer a.an capt. Bowles AJlerican I -

Oct. 2l - 28 ~ 7 British 1._' 

} 
1801 Dec. 10 - 20 perseverance A. Delano American T ,u-.; 

1'\ 
1802 Aug. 5 - Nov. • Atahua,lpa Capt. Wildes ADerican '" f -, Fall Al=:!. J. Ebbets American 

: ~, 
I' 
'I, 

Dec. 25 - 28 Ann 7 American l' 
1802-03 Dec. 11 - Jan 21 I~~~!l:t J. ,Buyers British 11; 

.June 21 July 1 Lelia Byrd w. Shaler .American 
j: - U 
t 

1804 June 7 - 10 BSlgeibdsa Lt. von Russian L -- -------~------- -,-,-~--~ .. --~ . -KrQsenstern- '-',---~- -7-'-"---~__=_-

~ 
_June .8-- .20 .. ~ Lt. ~Lisiansky Russian - :!' 

4;''-

~805-' ·:Feb:· 21 -!tar. 12 ~.-.. -capt. ~bbets~' AmeriCan ,r 

r~ Aug. 22 - Lelia BYrd w. Shaler American 
Sept. 9 (leaked so -took -new ship) i. ( 
~ J. Hudson Hawaiian j; 

{built in Hawaii) .. 
Aug. - oct. 6 At~hYA1Ri Capt. Adams American j 
Dec. a - 22 lanoY-tb s. Patterson 7 

!, -
1806 February BaJ!:!il:ton capt. Porter American ; 

Sept. 3 - 28-30 ~ capt. Ebbets American 

Sept .. a - 30 f!::t!2m!eXADcg A. Delano American 

Sept. 29 - Oct_ 26 f2I:t iIY tt;i.nc~ Mr. Brown British 

Sept-. - Oct_ ~ J. Winship American 

? ? '1";II1ft;lln!! J. Hudson Hawaiian 

-.,...-
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1807 

1808 

-1809 

1810 

1810-16 

1811 

1812 

1813 

1813 

Table 2.1, continued 

llay 19 July 19 

-before Jan. 9 

Jan. 27 - April 

Feb. 24 - Mar. ~5 

_Feb. - Mar.. -4 

Feb. ~3 - 28 

Ship 

lfaryland 

Captaill 

J. Perry, Jr. 

capt. Suter 

Oriqin 

American 

. American 

Capt. Hargmeister RUssian 

? American 

[)uke or Portland Capt. -Spence ? 

_Albatross various American 
(~rtant figure in early trade) 

'Tonquln Capt. Thorn _American-

--Peb:--'-"27- ~- Ha-r:- 7-8 -New -'Haza-;'d --------:ci~i)-t-:----:-Nye, '-4r.. "American 
~-Sept.- 28 - Oct. ,25 

-

m ,:.Sept •. _.27 -_ Oct. -:1.5 ~-Enterprise ",Capt. -Ebbets "-::: American _~.-: 

-Mar. 26 Apr. 6 

Fall 

oct. 23 - Nov. 13 

? 

June 29 -
July 26-27 

October 

Atahualpa Capt. Suter AlIerican 

capt. Sowles berican 

Isabella -capt. Heath AlIIerican 

New Hazard Capt. Mye, Jr. American 

Capt. Northcop berican 

New Hazard Capt. Hye, Jr. AlIIerican 

Atahualpa Capt. Suter American 
(sold to Russians, changed name: ~) 
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Table 2. 1, continued 
it 

Year UTi .... l - o.partura Ship captain OriqiD 

11 1813-14 June 29 - Late I:I!)bgllA Capt. Heath American : t. 

June 29 - ? ~ capt. winship American ;11 

ji 1814 lIay H - 23 RiI£2Qn Capt. Black British 

lIay 23 - June 11 S. Andrew Hammond Lt. Gamble -American ni· 
,~.t 

JUDe 22 - July 16 ~ British 
1>, 

Capt. Tucker U 
October J!!!tlng Capt. -Bennett RUssian f , 

(wrecked. otf coast of -Kauai) r 
1.815 Jan. 16 - 18 col~i~ A. Robson .British 

C 
--~ 

"'November Isabella Capt. --Tyler .. American ,;.? 
.~ 

1815-16 Dec. 7 - Feb. 16 Millwood s. Bailey . . .American 'r" 
<~ 

Dec. '10 - Jan. • Columbia capt • Jennings British ~.-
; -

1816 Jan. 16 - fOI:ru!:t§J: capt. Adams American liC 
(purchased by Kamehameha) ~t ~ 

~r. 28 - lIay 7 Qah~lisa s. Hill American 1') ;: 
f' ~ 

" --
June - Dec. Enterprise Capt. Ebbets American H ~. 
liov. 21 - Dec. 14 ~ Lt. Kotzebue Russian '!-,. 

{' L 
1817 Jan. 19 ? ~ ? Russian ~: 

Jan. 27 - Apr. 16 ColUllbia Capt. Jennings British i ? 
L 

American 
;i"' 

July 4 - 7 Ean:tn§J: Capt. Lewis , 
Auq. 12 - ~orneaux f:acket A. Blanchard American ii--

(sold to Kalaimoku. DeCember) 
!.; 
!'. 

Sept. 27 -Oct. 14 ~ Lt. Kotzebue Russian 

1817-18 Dec. 6 - ? ~olUJl.bi~ capt. Jennings British 
(sold to Kamehameha I. lIay 1818) 

t-
!,~ 
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Year 
1818 

1819 

Table 2.1. continued 

Arrival - Departure Ship 
May Santa Rosa 
(priate ship. purchased by ltaJl. 1-, 

Aug. 28 - Sept. 20 
Sept. - Oct. 20 

oct. 20 - )0 

November 

Jan. • - 26 

Aug. a )0 

Nov. 17 ? 

~. 

Argentina 

KsUDctHl:tt!l 

~ 

J.m:tdelaj.~ 

urani.. 

~ 

captaiD Oriqin 
Capt. Turner American 
seized by Argentina sept.) 

Brown 
Capt. Bouchard 

American 
S.American 

Capt. Golovnin Russian 

J. Suter American 

de Roquefeuil French 

de Freycinet French 

capt. Adams ? 

sourc~s '_for -the -above table -were "prilllaily -from -Judd (1.974) 
with additions from other journals. 
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Table 2.2 FREQUENCY OF VISITOR DAYS BETWEEN 1778 - 1820 

Days • 
Number Years Average 
of Ships Number of Days 

4 1778-1779 166 U.S 

10 1786-1787 405 40.5 

7 1788-1789 241 34.4 

5 1791 62 12.4 

7 l792 .134 19.1 

6 1794-1795 184 30.6 

3 1796-1797 87 29.0 
---. -----------

1 1798 20 .20.0 

2 • 1799 7 3.5 

1 1800 7 7_0 

1 1801 10 10.0 

4 1802-1803 176 44.0 

2 1804 17 8.5 

4 1805 48 12.0 

3 1806 79 26.3 

1 1807 62 62.0 

2 1809 20 10.0 

4 1811 61 15.2 

J 1812 50 16.6 

• 1813-181' 84 21.0 

5 1815-1816 166 33.2 

5 1817-1818 135 27.0 

L- 1819 41 20.5 

79*" 

* Total number of visitor days annually. 
:--. 

** Represents -total number of ships that (1) included ,-arrival and 
departure--dates; _ (2) each return-trip -was counted individually: 
(3) -total- :represents 61 % of -tatal _nwnber of __ ships Visiting -
Ha~aili during this period. 
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Fisher ~erines diff~rencesbetween marine-based fur 

traders and land-based fur traders (1977:24). His discussion 

on the transitory nature of marine-based fur traders applies 

to Hawai'i, especially as most of the visitors to the 

coastal area of ~ritish Columbia also stopped in Hawai'i 

during the period between 1778 and 1825 (Fisher 1977: 2-23) • 

The peak years for the ~aritime rur trade in the Northwest 

Coast were between 1792 and ~812 (Fisher 1977! 2-3), while in 

Hawai'i the ~peak years were between 1786 and 1810 (Morgan 

1948). 

"--~ ~"""'~-""' -;-"~ -:~~~,~The-:major 'sourcesthatwi"lTbe used to extract the 

~cEawaiianet.hnog~aphic pei~pective are the works "oL:David ' 

Malo (1951), Samuel Kamakau{1961, 1964, 1976), Handy and 

FUkui (1972), and John I'i (1959). contemporary sources that 

have provided insight into the structure of the Hawaiian 

chiefly class during the protohistoric include the writings 

of Marshall Sahlins (1981, 1984), Robert Hommon (1976), 

Patrick V.Kirch (1984, 1985), and Caroline Ralston (1978, 

.1984 ). 

~~Mariti~e Fur Traders and the Hawaiian Response 

The social and political sub-systems in operation 

within the Jiawaiian culture or the protohistoric period 

determined the material remains recovered in the 
-

archaeological record, and it is the identification of these 

SUb-systems that constitutes the focus of this thesis. The 

rormal structure of the artifact assemblages, or patterns, 
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that can be identiriedshould be investigated increlation-

ship to broader theoretically-based questions. South 

(1977:xii) suggests that historical archaeologists direct 

their investigations toward the understanding of the 

"dynamics of cultural systems and the causal conditions 

which bring about their modification." The particular 

perspective that South maintains is an evolutionary one with 

the ultimate goal of isolating regularities .in the 

archaeological record that can be -expressed as empirical 

laws (South 1977:xiii). 

.. --The-materialremains of_ accuJ. ture-.canbe:-Interpreted as 

_ those objects that have. been manipulated .by .. a:particular..set 

of"culturally dictated plans" (Deetz 1977:11). In Hawai'i 

there were two groups that interacted over a period of time 

between 1778 and 1820, each with their own set of culturally 

dictated plans. By analyzing the basis for this interaction 

we gain insight into the type of objects traded and insight 

into the _cultural response elicited by these objects. The 

examination of .historicalmaterial culture from Hawaiian 

'siteshasbeeri-limited to the occasional chapter or appendix -' 

within the context of a site report (Riconda 1972, carter 

~97'9a, -1979b, 1981,1.984) or as descriptions of objects 

-recovered without synthesis imd interpretation (Cleghorn 

1975 ,Rosendahl J_972,Luscomb and Reeve 1976) .In this 

investigation of material culture the focus is on the 

broader question of the impact of transient male traders 
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s 

(the fur traders) and the Hawaiian response to these 

foreigners. What does the archaeological pattern of material 

culture look like for this unique period, marked by foreign 

traders who were transient and male? This pattern can then 

be contrasted to that of the historic period which is marked 

by non-transitory trading opportunities and interaction not 

only with foreign males, but with women and children as 

well. Each group interacting with the Hawaiian people and 

consciously or not changing the archaeological pattern of 

the material culture. 

Al thoughtherur traders who visited .Hawai'.i had a 

.. differentc"purPose.:rorthEdipresence.here, .as a group they 

interacted with the· Hawaiians on the same level as when 

encountering the indigenous groups that lived along the 

Northwest Coast of America. The mid-Pacific island setting 

certainly provided a different kind of experience for the 

fur trader (there were no furs to be traded and the 

Hawaiians were a culturally.different group) but in :ract the 

fur traders appear to have responded to the Hawaiians in 

lIluch the same way they did to the Indians ~iving in coastal 

villages of British Columbia. The reaction to fur traders 

and their goods by ·the Hawaiians, however, will help to 

clarify the discussion of the identification and presence of 

western goods at archaeological sites in Hawai'i. 

The Hawaiian archaeological record illustrates the 

transitory nature of the contact during these years. 

--'.'.',,--
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Although the frequency of foreign vessels in Hawaiian waters 

increased with time, only few foreigners remained in the 

Islands to impart organizational changes in the Hawaiian 

culture, and these were isolated occurrences that did not 

affect the culture as a whole. The archaeological record for 

protohistoric periods in other areas (for example, British 

Columbia (Quimby 1966), the Marquesas (Denning 1971), the 

American Southwest (Cheek J.974», when compared to those for 

the Hawaiian protohistoric,reflect .similar patterns--a.J.ack 
; 

of contact artifacts and .little change to the archaeological 1. 
.~---.,-,,---:.;'::-~-----~---~ .. - -----,.--- --- - .} 

pa ttern • Those ChangeswhicJ:imaYhave:occurredcwfthinthe . . ········l~ 
.Hawaiian culture·· during. this time mustc.have-1>een isolated 

and individual in nature, and are not reflected in the 

archaeological record. 

Through the examination of the archaeological collec

tions the identification of artifact patterns specific to 

the protohistoric and historic time periods can be isolated. 

A presentation of pertinent references contributing to the 

discussion of trade between foreigners and Hawaiians during 

this time will .help to identify the means by which foreign 

trade goods were introduced. A model that explicates the 

impact of transitory traders on a marine-based location will 

the;);ep;esentedwhich clarif.ieshow the Hawaiians 

incorporated "the new objects into their cultural system. 

This model will show that the ·experiences were varied and 

determined by the participants in the transactions and by 
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the objects traded. The indigenous culture manipulated the 

imported goods to fit their own ideology and reality. 

However, before discussing this model, a brief evaluation of 

the documentary literature pertaining to early historic 

trade in Hawai'iwill be presented. Then these accounts will 

be examined to.assess the correlation between the historical 

sources and the archaeological collections. 

In the chapters that follow documentation of the 

protohistoricalrecord extracted from the journals and 

diaries of the transitory visitors will be presented :in 

. Chapter 3 .• Archaeological ,evidence from this-period will be 

-introduced in Chapter 4 ,"Providing further information to 

support the model of the 'Hawaiian protohistoric that is 

presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3 

PROTOHISTORIC TRADE IN HAWAI'I 

.TtU.s chapter focuses on the historical documentation of 

the period after contact (1778) and before the missionary 

period (1820) in Hawai '.i.The objective is to present 

information relevant to establishing the types of objects 

traded into Hawai '.iduringthisperiod. 'rheultimategoal is 

to identify the opjects that would .berecoveredinthe 

archaeological .. record ,the durable remains of the inter-

·.· .• ·action·.betweell-'liawaiians -.and:fore.i.gners:· ... 
. -'PreviousResearch-onTrade . 

Many historians, anthropologists and archaeologists 

have focused on the subject of "trade" in Hawai'i. Notable 

studies by historians include those of Alexander 1904; Thrum 

1905; Howary 1930, 1930-1934; Morgan 1948; Daws 1967; 

Bradley 1968, and Kuykendall 1968. Anthropological and 

archaeological studies, on the other hand, have focused 

almost exclusively on the prehistoric period of Hawaiian 

-:- history.- Cl-eghOJ;n ',s (1982 L- interestin.g -work on the adz 

quarry at Mauna Kea, in which he identifies traditional 

.objectsand.analyzedthe source 'forsuch objects, is. a good 

example of such emphasis on the prehistoric period. Likewise 

liommon's (1976) investigations of trade routes between the 

.Islands is also largely confined to the prehistoric period. 

However, little has been done in the way of examining of 
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western non-traditional artifacts, with the exception of 

general references to the trade between foreigners and 

Hawaiians and the impact of this trade on the Hawaiian 

social-political system (e.g. Sahlins 1982). 

~he nineteenth century in Hawai'i was a time of major 

changes within the Hawaiian cultural system. The overthrow 

of the ~ system (in 18l9} marked the beginning of 

significant organizational change within that century 

(Sahlins .1982: 55) .. Missionary influence was widespread in 

,the Islands after 1820 , and a consequence was the :marked. 

increase ,in 'exposure and consumption ·of ,'western goods.'cAs 

--thelllissionary'effortsbecame:-:morewidely dispersed to 

remote areas of each island, the concomitant increase in the 

use of Western goods enhances our ability to identify post-

1820's material remains. 

The eighteenth century, however, presents a different 

picture--both from the standpoint of the mechanism of trade 

and the objects traded. These two factors are the major 

considerations in the following presentation of historical 

documentation of the eighteenth century. The --li"uachanism for 

trade in the eighteenth century was marine-based and 

transitory, with nearly all .objects of trade ,being me:r;e 

"trifles" (e.g. nails, bar iron, mirrors). Some chiefs were 

presented with arms and ammunition and ships; however, these 

items are as rare as the trifles in the archaeological 

record. On the other hand, during the nineteenth century the 
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~echanism for trade was land-based, with the objects of 

trade being primarily household items, writing implements, 

cloth or clothing, and tools. Admittedly some objects of 

trade remained the same during both centuries (e;g. nails, 

clothing, beads) but the mechanism for trade was 

significantly different. 

After contact, the fur traders (1786-1813) and the 

sandalwood traders (1811-1829) prov.ided a continuous and 

accreting supply of western goods to .island inhabitants 

(Mor.gan~948). Hawaiian 'politicalcorganizationand 'patterns --~ 

.ofwarfare, howev.er, - affected the distribution of these 

goods. In the years after contact in 1786, the Hawaiian 

chiefs set high prices for prov.isions, captured a small 

ship, used foreign arms in inter- and intra-island battles, 

and adapted their dugout canoes to hold these arms. The 

first use of foreign ships and armament occurred in 1791 

near Waipio, Hawai Ii Island, in 2791--a battle known as the 

Kepuwahaulaula "red-mouthed gun" battle (Kuykendall 

.2968.:37). Thislllay have been the :first battle in which the 

Hawaiians were assisted in their efforts with foreign 

weapons and with the aid of two Englishmen, John Young and 

-Isaac:Dav.is, but guns and . ammunition were traded or giv.en to 

chie:fs prior to this date (Kuykendall 1968:37). 

Use o:f foreign weapons, ships, and manpower resulted in 

changes within traditional polities and in the ability of 

various chiefs to maintain power and control over their 
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island lands. In 1795 Kamehameha conquered the Q'ahu chiefs. 

This left only the chiefs from Kaua'i in opposition to him. 

The cUlmination of the foreign assistance toward-the chiefly 

ranks occurred in 1810 (Kamakau 1961:l97) and was manifested 

by an archipelago-wide acknowledgement that Kamehameha I was 

the sovereign ruler of Hawai'i. 

The Documentation of Trading Activities, 1778-1820 

The chiefs had many opportunities to acquire weapons 

and other trade goods between the years 1778 and 1820, 

because.:c.therewere134 .recorded-shipscthatstopped in the 
- -

. _Hawaiian Tslands (see "Table 2.1 and -Figure 2 .1 for dates and 
. 

duration of visits) • 

The price of provisions and services varied for each 

visit. The foreign visitor initially offered only pieces of 

iron, iron tools, glass beads, or mirrors. Those objects 

referred to as "trifles" (as noted above) were never clearly 

defined but on-occasion meant beads or buttons and sometimes 

nails. During later visits the variety of trade goods was 

substantially increased. 

The following discussion of proto historic trading 

activities and the items traded is broken down into four 

. temporal periods: (1) 1778; (2) _J.786-17.95; (3) 1795-1810; 

and (4) post l810. 

Cook's Voyages, 1778 

Captain James Cook arrived in the Hawaiian Islands at 

the. _beginning of 1778 and returned in November of the same 
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year; the combined time ~that his crew visited the islands 

was 166 days. According to Cook, while touring, on his first 

visit to the Islands fish were exchanged for "anything we 

offeredthem,but [the Hawaiians] valued nails, or iron 

above every other thing" (Beaglehole ~967:264). 

As was discovered by early traders elsewhere in the 

Pacific, objects made of iron were the most sought after 

items of trade (Shinberg 1967; Fisher 1977; Hughes 1977). 

There was even a word for iron in Hawaiian, hao. On the 

first day of trading off Kaua'i Cook.noted that the natives 

desired 'specificciron ~obj ects • 'especially nails ,cwhichcan 

.~ ~onlybe'-explained'by a prior knowledge of the material 

(Beaglehole1967:285, 1193-94). Samwell (in Beaglehole 

1967:1194) noticed a breech pin of a ship's gun and another 

piece of iron that was beaten out by a Hawaiian and made 

into a dagger. Other iron tools seen while trading on Kaua'i 

were an adze made from a piece of iron hoop two inches long 

and fitted into a wooden handle and another edge tool that 

was made from the point of abroad sword (Anderson 

1784 :.533) .. -The "nails used _for -these transactions were 

six-penny nails; they were about 1/2-inch long with flat 

points (Beaglehole 1967:264). Stokes (1931) confirms Cook's 

explanation in his discussion of an a priori knowledge of 

iron that preceded Cook's arrival. 

During Cook's second visit to the Islands, iron was 

still very valuable and was highly sought after in trade. 
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.Cook established a set price for provisions that the members 

of his crew were to honor when trading with the Hawaiians. 

The crew was instructed to trade with iron only when hogs 

and vegetables (yams, sweet potatoes) were offered, but if 

perishables, such as taro, were offered, then trifles should 

be used in trade (Beaglehole 1967:527). The Hawaiians 

requested iron nails so frequently that Samwell notes 

(Beaglehole 1967:1064): 

These People are so eager for our Iron that they 
pick the Sheathing Nails out of the. Ship's bottom, 

,'--, --.&;ourMen -pull:aslllany-astheY'canconvenientlyon ' 
-the inside to give .to the, Girls 

Iron was so valuable.to-the Hawaiians, chiefs and 

commoners alike, that it was necessary to secure lllost 

objects for fear that the ships would be stripped of all its 

fittings. Other iron objects used in trade included barrel 

hoops cut into pieces and sharpened, making it similar to 

the Hawaiian koi or adze (Beaglehole 1967:276; Anderson 

1784:529). Also, hatchets, knives, chisels, a gun, and a 

complete tool chest were presented to Kalani'opu'u 

(Beaglehole1967:297, 474,' 507,1170), along with various 

unspecified tools (Anderson 1784:574). Metal objects removed 

from the ship by natives included hooks, thimbles, (Burney, 

n.d.:8) 'a bucket, a butcher's cleaver, a pewter soup tureen, 

a boat hook, a ships rudder, a set of keys, a musket, the 

armorer's tongs, and a pinnace (Beaglehole 1967:1223, 265, 

272, 1348, 490,497, 532, 1193). Most of these stolen items 
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were returned to the ship on Cook's orders, with the 

assistance of the island chiefs. 

Lieutenant James Burney recalled that: 

on our first arrival the -best articles of trade 
were beads & buttons sewed on Slips of cloth to 
wear about their wrists & Iron wrought into small 
adzes in imitation of their own. (Burney, n.d.:8: 
Beaglehole 1967:538). 

Transactions such as this were more likely to occur 

between ship's crews and women in exchange for sexual 

favors ,as implied in the j oumals. 'During Cook' sfirst 

visit to 1iawai' i he introduced beads "into the trading arena. 

There are no actual des'c::dptions:C;fthe beads:co;;kllsedto 

trade :with,:inHawai':i.~Wh~ntheHa"'~iians.c:Saw theb~ads they 

first asked what the beads were, and then~hether they could 

be eaten: on being informed that they were to be hung in 

their ears, the Hawaiians rejected them as useless (Anderson 

1784:525). 

Beads were given as gifts by Cook along with other 

items during a feast at the heiau in Kealakekua (Burney, 

n.d.). Cook presented to Kalani'opu'u; the Hawaiian 

paramount; the following i~ems: _several strings of various 

colored beads, two mirrors, a large glass bowl, some nails 

and other trifles (Anderson ~ 784 :.580) • 

. David Samwell, surgeon ,on Cook's third voyage ,recounts 

the-trade'in buttons (not specificly described, but most 

likely brass) as an attempt to compensate the women who 

visited the ships. The members of the ship's crew, it was 
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noted, stripped their clothes of metal buttons and busily 

made bracelets (Beaglehole 1967:1152). The women were so 

proud of their new ornaments that, in one instance, a woman 

receiving two such bracelets 

shewed. them to every Canoe as she -passed them, 
holding out her Arms that they might have a full 
view of her finery (Beaglehole 1967: 1152-1153). 

Acquiring provisions for the ships was the primary 

motive for trade in western goods in the Hawaiian Islands on 

both of Cook's visits. In one day of trading nine tons of 

water, 70 pigs, . some fowl, plantains, potatoes, and taro 
-- ~--'-:': .. -':':"- -----.--.~----- ------~- - -- - ,,-

..... roots were exchanged .for nails.and pieces of iron 

(AndersClni·1784:527) • Cook comments on his good fortune to 

receive such vital·items as food and water for which the 

Hawaiians requested so little in return. The British 

Government had provided Cook with large quantities of items 

to be used specifically for the purpose of acquiring 

provisions. The selection of these goods was based 

experience of Cook and other voyagers or traders .r; :.;;..her 

areas of the Pacific and along the Northwest Coast of 

America. Objects-that were-placed on board Cook!s ships at 

the time of departure from Britain are listed in Table 3.1. 

The list, written in eighteenth century English, includes 

the quantit.Y of the items selected and the name of the ship 

on which they were stored. 

As illustrated in the excerpts from Cook's and his 

crew's journals, many of the items listed in Table 3.1 were 
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used in trade in the Islands and should survive in the 

archaeological record. The more durable items--such as 

beads, metal fishhooks, knives, nails, tools of different 

types, and musket shot--should be recovered. The perishable 

items (such as cloth) have less of a chance of surviving in 

Hawaiian archaeological sites. 

After Cook's death, seven years passed before any other 

foreigners visited Hawaiian waters. Captain King, who 

accompanied Cook, advised his fellow .Englishmen not to 

direct their ships toward Hawai 'i (Anderson 1784: 438 :In) .. 
__________ "~. - •• _____ -0- __ _ 

. ·Beca.use. of . Cook '.s·death,Kingsuggested.· that voyages that 

circled the 'Pacificwould::-he±>etter,··offbyavoiding ·the·· 

Hawaiian Islands. Two British entrepreneurs, captains Dixon 

and Portlock, ignored King's warning and in 1786 were the 

first visitors to the Islands after Cook's death. 

The publication of Cook's journals in 1784 by George 

Anderson introduced Hawai'i and other Pacific Islands to the 

literate western world, opening up interest in Hawai'i as a 

major hub in trans-Pacific trading activities. Hawaii's 

mid-Pacific location made .it a. haven for those .sailing ships 

whose sailors plied the coastal waters of northwestern 
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"Table 3.1 

OBJECTS TO BE USED IN TRADE 1776 - 1780 * 

carpenter Adzes 
Axes of Sorts 
Broad Axes 
Hatches 
Spike Nails of Sort 
Nails 40 d & upwards 
Chizzels 
Saws 
Files of Sorts 
Knives, Common 
Bcissars 
Small Glass & Metal Buttons 
Combs Small Tooth 
Combs Large'Tooth 
Looking'Glasseswith frames 
.Beads .. insorts 
Old Shirts., .. :not .patched 
Red.Baize· . 
Old Cloathes 
Fine old Sheets 
Kettles or Potts 
Hammers with Helves 
Carpenters Planes W/2 iron ea. 
Fish Hooks 
Knives Long 
Small Shott 
Ribband [ribbon] to string some 

* Taken from Beaglehole (1967:1454). 
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12 6 
200 120 
40 24 
300 200 
500 wt. 300 wt. 
500 wt. 250wt. 
12 6 
12 8 
6 doz. 3doz. 
24 doz. 14 doz. 
2 doz. ·"1 doz. 
6 doz. 3 doz. 

·4 doz. 3 doz. 
·20 doz. .--12 doz ... 
. 12 . doz .c8 doz • 
. L 16 worthL 9 worth 
.3doz; . '"2 doz~ 
220 yards 120 yards 
L 5 worth L.3 worth 
20 12 
24 16 
1 doz. 1 doz. 
12 6 
20 doz. 12 doz. 
4 doz. 2 doz. 
8 cwt. 5 cwt. 

Medals which remain 20 do~n. Yards 
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North America. The majority of the visitors between 1786 and 

1810 were involved in the very lucrative fur trade, 

transporting furs from the Northwest Coast to China. 

Visitors who frequented Hawaiian waters were primarily 

involved in fu~ trade with the exception of one attempt to 

collect sandalwood from Kaua'i in 1791. Sandalwood, however, 

dominated the economic boom in Hawai'i after 1820 and until 

1829 (Morgan 1948}.Fur traders, as a group, were transient 

in the Islands, whereas the sandalwood traders collected 

from the Islands for a longer period of time often-making 

. 'multipletrips:between-the islands and China.-

The 1778-1820_protohistoric:period was dominated by the 

struggle for -the control of island chiefdoms and land. 

Kamehameha controlled the trade of western goods within 

Hawaiian waters for most of this period (Sahlins 1981:26). 

The maritime traders who stopped in the Islands were seen as 

potential assets to the Hawaiian political struggle; for 

they possessed arms that could be used in the overthrow and 

conquest of the individual chiefdoms. 

Maritime Fur Traders. 1786-1795 

Between 1786 and 1795, 55 ships visited the Is1ands for 

an estimated total of 1,113 trading days. Between 1795 and 

1810, Hawai'iIsland and Kaua'i chiefs were the recipients 

of, and.setthe guidelines for, any foreign trade in the 

Islands. During this time 33 vessels visited' the Islands, 

providing an estimated 359 trading days. The number of 
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visiting ships dropped to 60% of the former number of 

visitors before 1795. (See Figures 1.2 and 1.3). 

Journals from the voyage of captains Dixon and Portlock 

(in 1786) reveal that many of the same items, adzes, 

fishhooks, buttons, beads and nails, were used in trade 

(Dixon 1789:50, 53, 99). John Nicol, a mariner on captain 

Portlock's ship, describes aspects of trade in the Islands 

and more _specifically the production of metal adzes: 

I vas as busy and fatigued as I could ,be cutting 
iron hoops into lengths of eight and nine inches, 
which the carpenter ground sharp • 
. ----

These are the most valuable commodity in the eyes 
of the natives. I was stationed down in the hold. 
-of: ,the -vessel,-and -the ladders 'were removed-,to:
prevent the natives from coming down to the 
treasury. The King of Owhyhee [Kamehameha] looked 
to my occupation with a wistful eye; he thought me 
the happiest man on board, to be among such vast 
heaps of treasure ... 

When I gave him a piece of hoop twenty inches 
long, he retired a little from below the hatch 
into the shade, undid his girdle, bent the iron 
into his body, and adjusting his belt with-the 
greatest haste, concealed it. (Nicol 1931:71-72). 

Dixon and Portlock followed much the same sailing 

course as:Cook (and for the same reasons, as each location 

provided a good anchorage and abundant provisions), with 

stops at Kealakekua Bay, waimea Bay, O'ahu, and Kaua'i. 

During their first visit to the Islands Dixon and Portlock 

did not venture on land, but did so on their second visit 

while visiting Kaua'i in the latter part of 1786. 
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In this first instance of contact after the death of 

Cook (1786), four different ships arrived in the Islands for 

a total of 69 trading days. The chiefs of the independent 

island chiefdoms 'lere already in the process of accumulating 

non-traditional forms of wealth. The accretion of this new 

wealth in turn provided greater status for the participant 

(Kaeppler 1985). In an attempt to control the amount of 

wealth that was pouring into the islands, Kahekili, chief on 

O'ahu, erected a storehouse to house the combined wealth of 

his subjects. Dixon relates.Kahekili's purpose in building 

this structure: 

~eereteere had caused the house to be builtasa 
'repository orstorehouse·'for:sucharticles 'as 'the 
natives ,might obtain in the course of their traf
ficwith,our vessels (Dixon 1968:106). 

The priests were upset at Kahekili because he exerted 

his authority contrary to the rules of justice and equality 

(Dixon 1968:106). His pronouncements were, first, that 

Honolulu Bay was kapu (off limits to Hawaiians and clolO'ed to 

trade), and second, that all inhabitants were to bring what 

trade items they had received to be deposited in the 

storehouse. The result was that Kahekili then appropriated 

half of the stores for his own use (Dixon ~968 :~06) . 

Portlock noted that the chiefs on O'ahuoften took the 

articles that the commoners received in trade and that nit 

was warranted by their established custom" (Portlock 

1789: 310-311) • 
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Differences in the preference for specific objects used 

in trade between the Hawaiian men and women and westerners 

is illustrated by the following reference: 

To the credit of the men be it spoken, they looked 
on them [nails and buttons] as things of no value; 
but the females saw them in a very different point 
of view, ... and were exceedingly fond of wearing them 
round their wrists and anc[k]lesas bracelets .•. 
This is an incontestabl.eproof that the power of 
beauty is not confined within the .narrow limits of 
our polite European circles, but has equal 
influence all over the world. {Dixon 1968:97) 

Dixon (1968:97) notes (in contradiction to what other 

visitors noted) that men did not see value in nails and 

·:buttons-;women preferred buttons to nails when offered -the 

two items ..... -

During the first visit to the Islands by captains Dixon 

and Portlock two to three gallons of water were traded for a 

single small nail (Dixon 1968:53). At Ni'ihau "great 

quantities of yams [were] purchased with nails and such 

trifles" (Dixon 1968:54). In December 1786, seven months 

after their first visit, Ni'ihau was left uncultivated as 

the people moved to l<aua'i after acquiring wealth Irom 

trading 'with- the foreigners {Portlock 1789:198}. On Kaua'i 

hogs were expensive, more so than on the other islands; one 

large hog demanded the price OI one or two "middling sized. 

toes [adze]" ,five coconutsIor a single eight-penney -nail, 

five roots [taro] for an eight- orten-penney nail (Dixon 

1968:110). Iron was still so valuable that the inhabitants 

were tearing down their houses to use the wood in trade as 
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firewood 'for Dixon • s ship ,(Dixon 1968 : 113) . 

The French were the second group to visit the Islands. 

In 1786, Jean F. G. De La Perouse,a naval commodore on a 

voyage of discovery through the Pacific, arrived in Hawai'i 

five days after Dixon and Portlock's first visit in May. La 

Perouse arrived on the Boussole, in company with the 

Astrolabe, and stayed in the Islands only one day, off the 

coast of Maui. 

While in 'the ,Islands, LaPerousetraded with both 

commoners and chiefs on different occasions, on board the 

. . "".ship'candduring'-his venture inland .:TheHawaiianswho came 

' .. aboard the Boussole were given '''medals, -hatchets and other 

pieces of iron, which were of inestimable value to them" (La 

Perouse 1968:347). On shore La Perouse traded hatchets and 

nails with some women for several pieces of "stuff" [tapa) 

(LaPerouse 1968:351). LaPerouse notes that of the women he 

met, they "showed by the most expressive gestures, t.hat". 

there was no mark of kindness which they were not disposed 

to confer upon us" (La Perouse 1968:347). 

:The account of Cook '.s death.in Hawai' i had been widely 

circulated by 1784, and the French took all precautions when 

dealing with these people. The Hawaiians could not satisfy 

'their" demand for iron and . were proficient merchants in each 

trading transaction (La Perouse 1968:345). The Hawaiians 

soon realized that they could get more pieces of iron by 

trading for individual pieces of food rather than food 

. 
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provided in bunches. In the one full day off the coast of 

Mau'i, with La Perouse on the Boussole, and de Langle on the 

Astrolabe, the ships took in: 

upwards of an hundred hogs, with bananas, sweet 
potatoes, tarro, a large quantity of cloth, 
[tapa)"mats, a canoe with an out-rigger, and 
various other small articles of feathers and 
shells (La Perouse1968 :.351) • 

The French had many things to use in trade, and La 

Perouse's journal provides the most detailed account of 

these items. It that one day he traded tools such as 

hatchets, knives and iron nails, and also gave out medals 

, , (of which he carried over .700r',made of different metals (La " 

Perouse_1967: 182-186). The variety .of items ..La .Perouse 

carried for trading activities .is striking when compared to 

that carried by other visitors to the Islands. 

Captain John Meares, a British trader who purchased and 

outfitted two ships in India, spent a month in Hawai'i in 

1787. He took on board Kaiana, the son of a Kaua'i chief, 

who wanted to visit "Britannee" [Britain] (Meares 1790). 

Kaiana was allowed to travel with the British fur traders 

and before he returned to the Islands he purchased the 

following items in canton: 

saws of different kinds, gimblets, hatchets, 
'adzes, knives, .. choppers, cloth ofvar.ious fabrics , 
carpets of several colors, considerable quantity 
OL China-ware, and ten bars 'of ,iron (Meares 
1790:l7). 

The kinds of things Kaiana brought back from his -travels 

provides some insights into what kinds of objects were 
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important to the son of a chief, although there may have 

been some coaching on the part of Meares regarding goods to 

bring back to Xaua'i . 

. In February _1789, Meares_, _.thenon his second voyage, 
-

notes that the price for a hog on Xaua'i was exorbitant--"a 

couple of hatchets or 18 inches of bar iron"--and this was 

"expected even for a hog but of a middle size" (Meares 

1790:22) • 

captain William Douglas, traveling with Meares to 

Hawai'i on the Iphigenia,was the first European visitor to 

set 1:oot on landatXealakekua Bay since Cook's death there 

in 1779 (Meares 1790).~twasDouglas who was -the first· 

European to trade.in or make a gift of heavy artillery to 

the Hawaiians. He gave Xamehameha a swivel gun in return for 

protection and insurance that the Islands would be a safe 

port for British sailors on subsequent visits (Meares 

1790:25). 

By their third visit -to the Islands, in september of 

1789, Captains .DixonandPortlock had to trade in arms and 

aDU~unition to receive any provisions because of the prece-

dent that was set by Douglas. Since one chief was getting 

arms and ammunition, others in opposition also wanted the 

advantage, prestige, and power that these items were capable 

of providing. In the same year, 1789, Lieutenant Mortimer on 

the Mercury noted that at Kealakekua Bay Xamehameha's 

residence had the appearance of a well-fortified position: 
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he has got two two-pounders and two swivels moun
ted before his house ona raised platform of 
stone; the two-pounders have proper carriages, and 
the swivels they have mounted on blocks of wood 
(Mortimer 1791:85). 

since Douglas's visit in 1788-1789, Kamehameha had 

acquired a considerable arsenal. Between Douglas's visit in 

December of 1788 and the visit by Mortimer in september 

1789, only two ships visited the Islands, the British ship, 

North West America and the American ship, Columbia Rediviva. 

Each must have traded in arms and ammunition for Kamehameha 

to have acquired so much so quickly. However, it is possible 

thatJ<amehamehahad acquired some of the 'heavy artillery 

·priorto:Douglas'sgift. Some chiefs maintained their trade 

in arms, powder and.shot for their hogs, fish and vegetables 

while others exchanged their hogs, fish or feathered 

garments for nails of various sizes (Mortimer 1791:82; 

Ingraham 1918:1,14). 

The following year, 1790, two American merchant sh5ps 

were captured, the Eleanora and the Fair American, captained 

by the Metcalfs, a father and son. Five of the six-,member 

crew -of 'the .. -Fair American were -,killed and the -ship taken by 

Kaiana on Hawai'i. The ship was small, only thirty-three 

.f.eet long.andseven or eight feet broad (Bell.1929-30:91). 

The, :crew of 'the Eleanora 'was helil. 'andthen -released without . 
-

incident.' One crew member from each captured vessel, Isaac 

Davis and John Young, were to play key roles in the events 

'" that broughtXamehameha to power (Kuykendall 1978). It was 
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.the Fair American that Kamehameha used in a battle near 

Wa.ipio in 1791. 

Off the island of Hawai'i in March 1792, islanders 

demanded "pieces of iron about a foot long each fashioned 

into what they call Toee's" for a hog that was .less than 50 

pounds (Bell ~929"';30:8).The price ofa woman's "kindness" 

·was also noted: 

among the .number [of peoplelwe had on board there 
were not afewwomen'and indeed they were the 

. '. cheapest articles of Traffic the canoes brought . 
off (Bell 1929-30:8). 

,,==.'C'.O-c='~' "~-c"='-'= . Wha:tc.Cexactly.the_,price.,ofa.~woman· sJdndness.wasBell ,_. 

,;,doesnotcsay,>1>uthecdoes:mentionthatthewomenwere quite 

. ::;bold, and they would steal many things from the 'ship after 

being allowed on board (Bell 1929-30:8). Any items that were 

:made of metal and could easily be carried away from the ship 

were taken. 

As in previous years arms and ammunition were highly 

-valued and .sought after by the chiefs. Bell, on board the 

Chatham, a tender IOr George Vancouver's expedition from 

... ~~ngland,commentedon the disservice that his .£ellow 

.countrymen (such as Douglas, Meares, Kendrick and other 

.. -captains of the "fur trading vessels), had done by trading 

.. , ...... ', .•. ··c::£orprovlsions-with.arms. andammuni tion (Bell.l929-.3 0: 

"oc:8,1.1., 61)~.'As-a result of their.actions (from the standpoint 

of.·thetrader) , provisions became dearer and the Hawaiians 

.. c"'-":,_.: ..•. · .. · ... ~.demanded_more for their goods. Bell writes,for example, 

that for 
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5 small Hogs that one man had in his Canoe he 
demanded a musquet, or Powder, - and the same for 
any valuable thing they had particularly Feather'd 
Helmets of which we saw only a couple - nor wou'd 
they part with them for any thing else ..• (Bell 
1929-30:8) 

At Kealakekua Bay Vancouver presented Kamehameha with 

"all kinds of CUlunary [sic] utensils, and also furnished 

[him) with some·plates, knives & iorks, glasses &c. [etc.) 

(Bell 1929-30:84). By the third visit it was clear that the 

chief I S preference for certain goods had changed dramatic- .... 

ally, but not so for the commoners: 

Mani·ofthem toi.ciu~th~Yhad ~more Iron than they 
. knew what to'do::with,though in this .I do not.: 
believethem,as-thecommonpeoplelllosteagerly 
tookall··kindsofMetal, particularly Iron in 
exchange for their Vegetables and other .articles 
they had to dispose of. 

scissors were in the greatest demand by all ranks, 
this article had not in the least decreased in 
value. 

The Common people were likewise very eager after 
Nails & Knives & Looking Glasses. Beads of par
ticular kinds and colours were1!luch asked for -
Red Blue & Yellow were those most in Fashion, 
perfectly round & small in size (Bell J.929!63)~ 

Bell notes that the·Hawaiianswere so familiar with 

1!Ietal tools by 1792 that "a stone Hatchet, or a shark's 

tooth Knife is as :rarea thing among them, as an Iron Axe, 

or a;pairof,,~cissors . (sic] was ·twenty years-ago" (Bell 

.2929-30: 63) •. 

Trading on Kaua'i seemed to suit Vancouver and his crew 

since provisions there were more reasonably valued. "Toee's, 

-'~ Knives scissors & nails, but particularly scissors which 
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they call Dopa [upa] were the articles most in request" and 

used in trade for provisions (Bell 1929-30:17,63). 

The people sold many of their Gods & graven Images 
fora few rusty nails -- Everything w.ent on fair & 
regular -- and we found these people less 
exorb1tantin their prices than at any of the 
other Islands (Bell 1929-30:17). 

The chiefs on the other Islands wanted arms and 

ammunition to fight the battles that were to bring the 

Islands under one ruler. The foreigners hadlDuch to gain by 

.thisprocess,·as a unified island group would make trading 

.. ___.c_.-easier_~for_:themin thefuture-( Bell c"~929-3 O~ 83 ).--The - . 
. - '. --

following:year, ~794 ,_lDen:i"rom yancouver's ships supervised _ 

the:building of the first .foreign vessel, the Britannia, for 

Kamehameha. All ironwork, sails and equipment were provided 

by Vancouver (Kuykendall 1978:42). This was to be the first 

of many ships that Kamehamehawould commission. The second 

was built the following year on D'ahu (Kuykendall 1978:23). 

The victory of Kamehameha's army over Kalanikupule on 

D'ahu in 1795 meant that only one other ruler and island 

chiefdom remained to be conquered. _Keawe,on Kaua'i, ruled 

for two years until his death in 1798, after which 

Kaumuali'iruled-Kaua'i. BetweenI798 and 1810, Kamehameha 

andc1<aUlDuali'iand:their respective lesser chiefs were the. 

major contenders for the foreign.trade in the Tslands. 'rhis 

arrangement was acceptable even after Kamehameha became the 

.acknowledged sovereign ruler of the Islands in1810 (Kamakau 

1961). 
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Kamehameha's Domain. 1795-1810 

Just prior to 1795 Kamehameha successfully became the 

ruler of all the Islands with the exception of Kaua'i. This 

political move cost his island kingdom dearly. Food was 

scarce not only for the Hawaiians but food to be used for 

trade with the foreigners. During this period trade in 

Hawai'i was dominated by the Americans who visited the 

islands regularly after 1798. British Iurtraders werestil~ 

present and .it is the observations of Captain Charles Bishop 

of the British ship Ruby, ona trading voyage for otter furs 

"" ··to . the' Northwest" Coast' of "America ,.providesan .account,-of 

"thescarcity.~.oLIood_inthe .Islands in~796 .• ;13ecause:of the' 

inter-island wars, food was scarce on Hawai '.i Island; hogs 

were traded for one quart of powder and they could get 

"40-50 hogs but [were] not to expect more" (Roe 1967: 

135-136). To insure that the traders got their quota of hogs 

Kamehameha was given two bottles of rum, powder, ball, a~d a 

pistol (Roe:1967:137). 

In August of 1798 the ship Neptune, with supercargo 

~benezer TowTlsend 

a single hog was ."3-5 quarts of rum" and an order of 45 hogs 

was made on the .island of l:Iawai' i .. but would be picked up on .. 
--- -

. 0' ahu _ (Townsend 192.1) • Townsend paid onebarrel~each of" 

flour and pitch, along with a large pitch kettle for'33 

hogs, and the remaining 12 hogs were paid for in canvas, 

rice, and ship's block and tackle (Townsend 1921::12). 
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Kamehameha's chiefs requested from the foreigners those 

items that would enhance the fleet of ships that Kamehameha 

was creating in preparation for his battle against the 

Kaua'i. 'Isaac Davis received, in addition to ten gallons of 

liquor, "a barrel of beef, a musket, a cheese some coffee & 

chocolate and a couple of shirts" from captain Greene of the 

Neptune for his assistance in trading with the Hawaiians 

(Townsend 1921:20). 

At the turn of the century, the range of goods 

requested by the chiefs and commoners had broadened 'from 
--.~-.---- -

nails and beads to readY-lila de clothing. "The lIlechanicsof 

trade changed ',from:barter'tocash,"and cash accounts were" 

opened at some businesses, such as William French ,in 

Honolulu (French 1810-13). At this time an estimated 50 

Europeans were in service to the King (Lisiansky 1968:112). 

Traditional customs such as burial practices were altered by 

this date to the extent that coffins were being used by the 

HawaiIans to bury their dead (Lisiansky 1968:112). In 1804, 

Samuel Patterson who brought horses to Hawai'i, writes that: 

They [the Hawaiians j 'Endeavor to procure ,-what· 
money they canto buy European goods from ships as 
they touch at this place (Patterson 1825: 69) • 

In this same year, the Russians arrivedlooking£or, 'C 

provisions. At Kealakekua BaYi they-offered 'hatchets, 

knives, scissors, whole pieces of cloth and a complete suit 

of clothes in exchange for a 100 pound hog that an'islander 

brought to the ship, but all he would accept in return was 



, , 

"a large cloth mantle capable of covering him from head to 

foot" (Krusenstern 1968:196). Cloth seemed to be the most 

requested item; the Russians carried very little cloth on 

the Nadeshda, and consequently their efforts to provision 

the ship were curtailed (Krusenstern 1968: 196). Lieutenant 

ureyLisiansky, on board the Neva, stayed in the islands 12 

days, as compared to Lieutenant Krusenstern's three-day 

stopover, and had a chance to see more of the Islands and 

. trade with the people. Two medium-sized hogs and a 

. considerable amount of vegetables cost him three bottles of 
- - -:---------.. .:--- .-

-rum, two axes, andoneadz(Lisiansky~968: T02) .-The . 

Hawaiians calsoacceptedknives-andsmall-mirrorsintrade 

but preferred printed or common coarse linens; they received 

"with pleasure shirts, jackets, & trousers," but iron hoops 

were of low esteem (Lisiansky 1968:102). 

Between 1809 and 1810, Archibald Campbell, a resident 

on O'ahu, writes of life on that island: 

Many of the natives are employed as carpenters, 
coopers, blacksmiths, and tailors, and do their 
work as perfectly as Europeans. 

Almost all their dealings are conducted by barter; 
they know the value of dollars, and are willing to 
take them in exchange; but seldom appear again in 
circulation, being always carefully hoarded up. 

- owing-to : the numher.cof· ships that. are constantly 
-touchingatthese.islands, provisions are by no 
means cheap. A pig .is estimated.by _its length.-The 
largest size, called poanana, or fathom pig, 
measures-that length from the snout to the rump, 
andisvaluedattwo~xes; a junk[etJ of the 
thickest part of the sea-horse tooth [walrus or 
whale ivory?], five or six inches long, a yard 
and a half of blue cloth, or five dollars 
(Campbell 1967:144-145) • 
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The variety of objects available to the Hawaiians 

·increased with the number.of foreigners taking up residence 

in the Islands. The mechanics of trade were changing from a 

marine-based transitory exchange to that of a permanent 

land-based exchange. Trade in sandalwood, the predominate 

trade item from Hawai'i after 1809, was responsible for the 

deluge in items from the orient, especially Chinese 

tableware, silver and ivory pieces (Morgan ~948:62). Accor-

ding to :Kuykendall (1978:85) .it is hard to determine a 

beginning date for sandalwood trade in the islands: however, 

Morgan (1948: 62) ·collectedinformation in Canton that noted 

··900.piculs of.sandalwoodcwere"·imported from the islands in 

1804-1805. The last nine years of Kamehameha's rule were 

dominated by this trade which continued on into the late 

1820s. 

The sandalwood trade brought more visitors and more 

foreign goods for the chiefs: the commoners also receivsd 

items when in servitude to the chiefs and foreigners. One of 

Kamehameha's xirstbusiness contracts made with a foreigner 

was-a deal he made with Captain winship in 1811-1812. 

Kamehameha sold him one boat.load of sandalwood in exchange 

for the items.listed in Table 3.2. 

Most of the items on this list designated for 

"Kamehameha can be considered perishable. However, items such 

as beads and smoking pipes do survive in the archaeological 

record. This list is also very informative as a way of 
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measuring the importance of these objects from the 

'perspective of Captain Winship as he or someone he appointed 

selected the items. 

Astor, the organizer and owner of the American Fur 

company, and founder of Astoria, a trading outpost at the 

mouth of the Columbia River, was responsible for linking the 

American market of New York with the major commercial 

markets of London and Canton by 1800 (Porter 1930:495). The 

tradein£urs and sandalwood became so entwined that ships 

leaving the coast of America headed for Hawai '.i,not so much 
" ~ ,----- --

for rest and relaxation as for -the 'collectionof :sandalwood. 

cvisi ts to -Hawai'.i became:money~makingventures, not1D.erelya 

place £orrenewing health and provisions. 

The Land-based System. post-1810 

By the first decade of the nineteenth century Hawai'i 

was very much part of a world market. Events that took place 

thousands of miles away affected trade and ~vents in the 

Islands. During the War of 1812, Astor and others were 

forced to curtail their trading ventures in the Northwest 

Coast area; at thattime,.Astor sold his Columbia River fur-

trading company,the source of great commercial income for 

him, but maintained .several ships for the China trade in 

sandalwood (Porter 1930:469) • . -
One of Astor's ships was the Forester, (sailing under 

British colors for .safety reasons), which arrived in lIawai'i 
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Table 3.2 

PAYMENT FOR ONE BOAT LOAD OF SANDALWOOD 
181J. - 1812* 

3 paintings on paper 6 fishing rods 
2 doz. ordinary cotton 
1 box Chinese wood 

stockings 

2 crystal lamps 
1 bundle of metal pipes 
J.2 Chinese chairs 
1000 large beads 
10 boxes silk handkerchiefs 
6 shiny hats for soldiers 
~2 black straw hats 
50 Chinese silk. hats 
6 reels thread 

*F .O.R., Hawaii State Archives 
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135 Ibs. large glass beads 
1 iron hearth 
1 saddle 
3 pieces flowered satin 
3 boxes of sweets 
1 large cloak 
50 Chinese cutlases 
3 pieces flowered flannel 
100 Chinese mats 



--, 

in 1813 on a trading expedition to Canton (Adams 1906). 

Kamehameha, who had a monopoly on the sandalwood trade, 

would send the commoners to collect the sandalwood, for 

which they were paid in clothing, mamaki ~, and fish 

(Kamakau 1961:-105-106) • Francisco de Paula Marin kept the 

account books for Kamehameha, and a translation of an 

inventory list from 1811 through 1814 provides an indication 

of what items could be acquired on the China market, along 

with the price per item set_in picu1s, a Chinese -measure of 

weight (133 and 1/3 pounds) (see Table 3.3). piculs varied 

in-price between 1810 and 18),8 -trom$8.00to$10.00:per 

picul(Morgan-1948: 63) • 

In 1817 the .. British-made brig Forester, owned by Astor, 

returned from Canton with a load of items for the King as 

payment for a load of sandalwood (see Table 3.4). In this 

collection of goods food items seem to be popular, as 

indicated by the presence of tea, candy, sugar, bread, and 

rum. Clothing items are also represented by British hats and 

shoes. The paint, nails, cables and-water casks-may be 

related to maintenance. One of the 

first known references to flints appears on this list; 

however, it is not clear -from_any of.thereferences whether 

the i-mported flints were -tor guns or strike-a-lights (used 

to -:make sparks to start fires). 

Money was infrequently used in Hawai'i, where some 
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Table 3.3 

LIST OF AVAILABLE GOODS IN PICULS 
OF SANDALWOOD 

650 pieces of porcelain 
600 files of different sizes 

6 .large wide coats 
12 hammers 
~4 cannons of 4 pounds ea. 

500 .balls for above 
3 long cannons of 12 lbs. w/182 balls 

23 piculsof grape shot 
80 £athoms of cloth to line skirts 
10 piculs of ammunition 

1 mano / 3lau /5200/· 

- (Conrad (Marin 1811-1814)J 

Table 3.4 

35 piculs 
30 piculs 
12 piculs each 
1 picul 
7 piculs each 
18 piculs 
54 piculs 
20piculs 
53piculs 
35 piculs 
4 piculs 

PAYMENT FOR SANDALWOOD - 1817 

5 chests black tea 
4 of hyson 
18 tubs sugar candy 
7 tubs sugar 
4 boxes hats 
1 box shoes 
1 green trunk 
10 puncheons of rum 
one cwt. of nails 
3 boxes paint 
3 jars fine bread 
2 buckets flints 
cables and water casks 

(Adams 1906 :72) 
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items such as beads had some value and were used instead of 

money. The use of beads, by the string, seems to have been 

an accepted form of payment for some of the islanders for 

services during this time. The rollowing excerpt from the 

account of Albert-von Chamisso (1986:185), on the Russian 

brig Rurik during his visit to Hawai'i in 1817, relates his 

observances on the use of beads: 

It was our custom to repay -every slight service 
the O-Waihians rendered us, such as transporting 
us between ship and . shore ,and.things of that 
nature, with a string of beads. Such shiny ~ight 
wares were .always happily received, even though no 
:real~lIIoney:value'-was'attached '-tothem.--Among -his -. 
supply Choris had some strings of "an unusual -type 
and color that he distributeda~ong with the 
otherswithoutlllaking anY"distinction.- --- -

But fashion, as we found out later placed a most 
extraordinary value upon this particular color, a 
peculiarly dark red, and upon this particular kind
of bead. Some like this, which Vancouver had first 
brought to the Islands, and no other mariner since 
him, were adornments of the queens. 

Now they had appeared again, and some strings of 
them had come into circulation. The source was 
investigated and soon round to be Choris, whom 
rich chiefs offered several hogs for a string of 
them (Chamisso 1986:185). 

In that same year we find in William French's account 

books that beads, sold by the string in Honolulu, were worth 

$1.00 (French 1810-13). Pages from French's account books 

-illustrate the variety of items available and demonstrate 

the continued use of barter, especially between William 

French and the Hawaiians. Accounts included are those of 

Kamehameha,Liholiho, and Kalaimoku, along with some of the 
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foreign residents of Honolulu. Although the description of 

i.tems is not very detailed, basic information is provided. 

Some of the accounts for individuals span an entire year, 

with items listed for sale (such as soap for $ .25 and a 

jacket for $3.50) being examples of items that could be 

purchased at this time. 

By 1818, captain Golovinin of the Kamchatka estimated 

that 150 Europeans lived in the Islands, primarily in 

Honolulu, and that they were "shipbuilders, locksmiths, 

boilermi:lkElrs" j oiners,andmany carpenters -and blacksmiths" 

.(GolovininJ.979:191) .. Kamehameha had in his service "~OO 

cannon-of.different caliber and 6000 men armed with guns and 

allllllunitionnecessary for a soldier" (Golovinin 1979:191). 

Taxes on food products were initiated by Kamehameha and paid 

by foreigners; he would set the price but "natives can ask 

for more but not less than the set price" (Golovinin 

1979:204). The going price for a pi.g was 7 or 8 piasters 

(Spanish dollars), which was dear, Golovinin notes, when a 

picul of sandalwood was worth only 13 to 14 piasters 

(Golovinin1979:203-204) • 

Americans; on the other hand, were using bottles of 

liquor asthe:xate of exchange. Exchange rates were measured 

in bottles of rum: 2 bottles for 1 large hog and 1 bottle 

for a small one (Golovinin 1979:210). The chiefs were .by 

this time all using "European dishes, cups, tea kettles, 

glasses, wine glasses, bottles etc." (Golovinin 1979:220). 
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By the second decade of the nineteenth century, 

lifestyles of the Hawaiians had changed significantly from 

the way in which Cook had first described it. Although the 

foreigners were responsible for major changes during this 

time, the Hawaiians were able to manipulate many of the 

introductions into their culture for their own purposes. 

Summary 

This section summarized the historical documentation of 

of the various objects used in trade between 1778 and 1820, 

emphasizing changes in the nature of items received or 

, requestedbytheHawaii~msl')vertime. visitors" arriving in 

the Islands .:brought ,with ,:them ,specific, cargoes to be ,llsedin 

trade with the indigenous groups that they encountered. The 

cargoes were not always destined for trade in Hawai'i but 

used to trade with all indigenous groups encountered. It is 

clear, however, that when ships made return voyages to 

Hawai'i the cargoes were designated for trade with specific 

individuals. 

The trade goods remained homogeneous until the first 

two decades of the nineteenth century. 'Through' the sustained' 

contact with Westerners after ~786, and the accretion of 

western goods from .merchants or sailors, traditional 

Rawaiian objects, such as adzes, gouges, and'files, were the 

first to be replaced. Prior to 1811 the objects that arrived 

in the islands were of everyday use, mirrors, fishhooks, or 

clothing, and in most cases were SUbstitutes for objects 
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that existed in traditional Hawaiian culture. 

A list of objects that were used or available in the 

Islands over the 42-year period described above are pre

sented in Table 3.5. It is important to understand that 

trading between-Hawaiians and westerners was regulated by 

specific restrictions imposed within each cultural sphere by 

the chiefs or captains; consequently, commoners or crew were 

regulated to some extent when they were engaged in trading 

activities. The hegemonic position that the Hawaiian chiefs 

maintained did not allow for the widespread dispersal of 

imported goods. Commoners traded with foreigners but not as 

often as.theruling chiefs. Women played a dual role in 

trading transactions. They were participants in trade or the 

object of trade at the request of a husband or chief. Items 

such as beads, buttons, nails, knives, scissors, or other 

metal objects were used in transactions with the commoners, 

and were also traded up to the level of chiefs. However, the 

chiefs received a greater quantity of certain items. 

Specialty gifts to chiefs included such things as a complete 

tool chest from Cook to 1<alani'opu'u in 1779,and 

Vancouver's presentation of an English .bed and cooking 

lessons for 1<amehameha and one of his attendants in.1794. 

Much of what was collected in these transactions was hoarded 

by the chiefs including a percentage of items that the 

commoners had collected in their contact with Westerners 

(Beaglehole 1967). , 
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While chiefs were imitating the foreigners, especiallY 

the ships' captains, by wearing foreign clothing, learning 

how to eat with silverware, and collecting western 

furniture, the commoners were ingratiating themselves with 

their respective chiefs but also trading, when they could, 

with the foreigners. It is not unusual in contact situations 

for the items used in trading activities to have counter

parts in the indigenous population's culture. When accepting 

items,thathave familiar functions (though made of unfami-

liar 'materials) are tradedJ.ntoa c~ture modificatins to 

theexistingsocio-cultural structure is not ,as evident 

. (White 1974: 156). Most of those itemsin.Table :3.5 listed. 

under "Cook", have counterparts in traditional Hawaiian 

culture. Over time more and more foreign objects were 

introduced through these transactions,providing larger 

numbers of objects that did not have counterparts in 

Hawaiian culture. The greater the diversity of material 

goods the greater the changes to the existing socio-cultural 

structure. 

With the exception of firearms, .most of the other items 

listed would have been easily assimilated into everyday use. 

'_1Jnder-certain circumstances specifici tems.ofmetalwere 

.requested.of the armorer by a visiting chief. One such 

example-was an item .created,usingEnglishiron spikes that 

were ".18 Inches to 2 1/2 feet .long, worked in the form of 

their own wooden Daggers" (Beaglehole 1967:538). The 
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Hawaiians were so impressed with the way the armorer could 

manipulate iron or meki that they attempted to duplicate the 

process (Hiroa 1964:435, Beaglehole 1967:1186). 

Buttons strung on a piece of cloth were not unlike the 

Hawaiian kupe'e of drilled Nerita shells strung on olona 

cordage (Hiroa 1964:553). Beads given by the string or 

individually may not have appealed to a Hawaiian chief who 

saw them for the first time, but as a woman's ornament 

similar to a lei of Conus disks they. would find a·place in 

the variety of ornaments that existed prior to contact 

(Anderson 1784 :526, Riroa:1964 :542) 4 

The1fawaiians readilyacceptecfandadaptedwestern tool 

technology. The dynamics of this acceptance can only be 

touched on here as it is a topic much broader than the 

present one. The tools were accepted for two reasons. First, 

the metal tools as objects were often worn on the waist of a 

person, possibly to signify status just as Hawaiians ",;.re 

other traditional ornaments. Secondly, these tools were 

useful in the milieu of existing traditions of house 

building, canoe making, and yeneral car~ing of weoden 

objects. The tool kit of the Englishman differed from that 

of ~the c.Hawaiian only in the material of the individual 

tools. Although the Hawaiian tool kit was based on natural 

raw materials, such as coral, basalt, fish skins, and sea 

. urchin 'spines, these objects had similar counterparts in the 

non-Hawaiian tool kit. Files, adzes, abraders, and gouges 
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could all be found in both tool kits. Traditional tools 

decreased in frequency, however, as their metal counterparts 

replaced them through trade (Bell 1929-30:83). 

From the total quantity of tools that were used for 

trading purposes. (e.g., "Hatchets of different sizes, and 

adzes, 2000" [La Perouse 1967:182), the number of adzes 

distributed during any single visit would depend on the 

price of the provisions (e.g., one adze per hog) and the 

number of tools given out in gratuity. Prices of provisions 

varied over ·time and by island, thus making it difficult to 

-estimate·thequantityof objects recoverable £rom an 

archaeological context. Also,cnotallobjects traded would 

be recovered in an archaeological excavation. Discard and 

use are two factors that would determine the number of 

objects of any kind recovered in an archaeological context. 

Items of material culture have a value specific to a 

cultural context. Many of the western trade items were 

considered of low quality and in fact, Vancouver was 

directed by the British Admiralty to purchase provisions 

with "articles which Europe.ans esteem of little value" 

(Vancouver 1984:377). A chiefly gift of a cloak or feather 

helmet had a value equal to nine daggers (Beaglehole 

1967:1190). Again each item had a value specific to a 

cultural context. The hog was important to the European 

visitor for it provided several days of sustenance, while a 

feather cloak was an "artificial curiosity" (the term used 
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in the 18th century to describe ethnographic specimens 

[Kaeppler 1978:5]). There are some differences in the types 

of objects given to women and men of chiefly status. Women 

would receive beads or similar trifles; men were given some 

of the same objects, but in addition they usually received 

iron tools. Differences in the objects given to women of 

chiefly status and commoners seemingly were not significant 

(Beaglehole 1967:152, Nicol 1931:85, Bell 2929-30:81). 

Differences between objects received by Hawaiian chiefs and 

by the Englishman, Isaac Davis, who had chiefly status, is 

striking .-Theliquor, cheese, coffee, and chocolate Davi.s 

received were specialty .items -.from. the American ship captain 

of the Neptune, who provided 'them generously to a fellow 

Westerner. 

The location of these trading transactions was uniform, 

once a "port" had been established. This was usually based 

on a preceding visit by a fellow countryman--English, 

American, or other nationality. After 2791, fur traders 

arriving in the islands included as ports-of-call Kealakekua 

Bay, Hawai'i: Honolulu and Waimea, O'ahu; and Waimea, 

Kaua'i.These were the most popular ports for basic reasons: 

they-provided food, water, and shelter. Visits were 

infrequent _ along the coasts of Mau '.i, Moloka' i, Kaho' olawe, 

and Lana'i during this time. The traders' focus was 

primarily on making contact with Kamehameha, so the patterns 

of political power also influenced which ports were 
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frequented. Kamehameha established various residences for 

himself over the years in locations which included Kealake-

kua, Kawaihae, Waipio, and Hilo, and after 1795 Waikiki, 

Honolulu, and Lahaina. Kaua'i and Ni'ihau were frequently 

visited from contact in 1778 throughout Kamehameha's rise to 

sovereign ruler in 1810. 

In this chapter the goal was to provide appropriate 

information that would identify the wide range of objects 

traded, both perishable and durable. This information is 

pertinent to the analysis of selected archaeological 

assemblages 'to.be examined in -the following chapter. In the 

'following chapter -the archaeological collections from 

various locations on the islands of Hawai'i, Oah'u and 

Kaua'i will be compared to the list of items provided in 

Table 3.5. Testing of the reliability of the maritime trade 

model will also be discussed in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 4 

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF PROTOHISTORIC HAWAI'I 

TWo questions need to be addressed as our discussion of 

the protohistoric period in Hawai'i progresses: (1) What 

artifacts can be used to identify protohistoric features; 

and (2) what makes identification of post-1820 features less 

difficult? 

The material correlates of protohistoric sites are the 

focal point of this chapter. Archaeological .assemblages 

containing historic objects that may reflect the transitory 

lUarine-based male dominatedtradenetwork·that existed .in 

Hawai'i between 1778 and 1820 will be used. It is not an 

easy task to isolate and identify objects traded between 

transitory male visitors and Hawaiian males, females, and 

chiefs during this time, however, artifacts from selected 

locations on the islands of Hawai'i and Kaua'i that are 

representative of the protohistoric period will be 

discussed. 

The collections examined were selected on the basis of 

proximity to known areas of activity during the years 1778 

and 1820. These include the John Young Homestead in Kawaihae 

and a .house site at Pll'uhonua 0 Honaunau (both sites on the 

island of Hawai'i), and Fort Elizabeth, Waimea Bay, Kaua'i. 

These sites were selected because (1) John Young was a key 

figure in this pre-1820 period and lived at the homestead in 
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Kawaihae between 1793-1834 (Rosendahl and Carter 1988); (2) 

-Ki'ilae Village (Pu'uhonua 0 Honaunau) is adjacent to 

Kealakekua Bay, a major port-of-call during the reign of 

Kamehameha I (Ladd 1986; Soehren and Tuohy 1987); (3) Fort 

Elizabeth at Waimea Bay was established by the Russians 

between 1814 and 1817 (Alexander 1894; McCOY ~972); (4) 

Waimea Bay figured prominently as a port-of-call during the 

period of marine-based trading. Figure 4.1 _identifies the 

location of these-three protohistoricsites. 

These sites were also occupied after 1820; the 

artifacts -present inthe~espective collections thus reflect 

bothpre-andpost-1820items. ~o provide a comparison with 

findings of the pre-'1820 archaeological collections, 

contract reports and manuscripts describing collections from 

post-1820 sites will be used. The post-1820 lllateiral will 

include collections from Anahulu Valley, O'ahu (Carter 1979; 

n.d.) and from Makena, Maui (Carter 1978). The artifact 

collections from these sites are stored in the Department of 

Anthropology of the Bishop Museum. The analysis of the 

artifacts -was conducted in 1979 -and 1981 -by the author. 

The field data portion of this thesis, consisting of 

the review of the collections, was carried out with 

-permission of the -National ParkServi-ce and Bernice P. 

Bishop Museum. The material from the John Young Bomestead 

and Pu'uhonua 0 Honaunau is curatedbythe National Park 

Service at the respective parks on the island of Hawai'i. 
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The review of the John Young material was completed 

primarily in the early 1980's and again in 1987, resulting 

in the publication of John Young's Homestead by Rosendahl 

and Carter (1988). The collection of artifacts from 

Pu'uhonua 0 Honaunau were reviewed in 1988. The artifact 

collection of Fort Elizabeth, waimea Bay, is housed with the 

Department of Land and Natural Resources Division of 

Historic Sites in Honolulu. The collections from Fort 

Elizabeth were reviewed in 1986 as well as the remaining 

collections used in this thesis. The artifacts from 

ecce-excavations --on Mauf and 0 'ahuarecurated in-the Department 
~ , - - -- -- . -

of Anthropology.of Bernice -P.13ishop . Museum.-

Previous Work in Historic sites Archaeology 

The archaeological reporting of historic sites has been 

limited to features associated with historical persons 

(Fredricksen and Fredricksen 1965; Rosendahl and Carter 

1989) or historical places (Seeley 1969; McCoy 1972; 

Cleghorn 1975). Until· recently, few reports or excavation 

projects were designed to focus on the historical aspects of 

settlement (Riconda 1972; Cordy 1979; Kirch 1979). ~ost 

information about the historic period in Hawai'i has .related 

information regarding the Jiawaiian and 'non-Hawaiian elite 

--:\~ith-l:ittl~- research designed to focus on -the archaeology of 

-~. 

the .common person. 

In 1972 Riconda pUblished a report on the excavations 

in Makaha Valley, O'ahu. This was the first attempt to 
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systematically identify the historic component in Hawaiian 

. archaeological sites. Previous reports occasionally listed 

some of the historic artifacts encountered, but never 

attempted to discuss their contextual significance. 

Two major historic features dated to the early decades 

of the nineteenth century were excavated under contract at 

the request of the state Historic Preservation Program. 

These included Rosendahl's (~971) work for the Bishop Museum 

at Iolani Palace and McCoy's (1972) excavation of selected 

areas at Fort Elizabeth on Kaua'i. The Iolanireport 

provides.informationontheconstruction.methods,disposal 

. practices, and food preferences 'of ±hemonarchy ruling 

Hawai'i. Not all of the collections from Iolani Palace have 

been examined; most are boxed and in storage at Bernice P. 

Bishop Museum. 

A research-oriented project in Halawa valley, Moloka'i, 

in 1969 and 1970 combined the expertise of two archaeo

logists and one social anthropologist. Together they were to 

search for prehistoric data on settlement patterns within 

the valley. Although they' encountered historical artifacts· 

as the excavations continued, thye paid little attention to 

these .non-traditional artifacts. In the .final document that . 

was prepared by editors Kirch and .Kelly (1975) the historic 

artifacts were listed without further mention (1975:158). 

However, Kirch and Leighton (n.d.) produced another 

manuscript relating to historic artifacts recovered in house 
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features excavated in the valley. In contrast to the 'other 

projects, this work focused on a Hawaiian housesite deep in 

Halawa Valley of Moloka'i. It is a valuable piece of work 

that identifies the types of artifacts from a relatively 

remote geograph.ic location. 

Excavations in 1968 by University of Hawai'i 

Anthropology students working at the Hawaii Mission Children 

society Museum in Honolulu, recovered some very good 

examples of 1820s .materials (Seeley 1969). However, the 

report on this excavation is a collection of student papers 
'\--

with no introductiorhorsynthesis. A sad footnote,is that 

'ltlany of the artifacts £romthis excavation were discarded or 

otherwise permanently removed from the collection. other 

miscellaneous projects on Maui include work at Seaman's 

Hospital (Cleghorn 1975), and at Kamehameha's bungalow 

(Fredricksen and Fredricksen 1965). 

since the late 1970s, due to the increase in develop-

ment projects requiring a contract archaeologist, many 

historic features ,have been encountered. The reporting on 

excavated 'ltlaterials has been 'ltluch more thorough, and a 

conscious effort has been made by contracting archaeologist 

to provide an accounting of the historic component (Carter 

1978, 1979,1982, 1984 a, 1984 b. Allan-Wheeler 1981). 

However, despite the increased number of historic 

features encountered, few eighteenth century objects 

have been identified thus far. Work conducted in 
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1978 by Rosendahl for the National Park Service at the John 

Young Homestead was recently published and contains 

descriptions of artifacts that date to the eighteenth 

century (Rosendahl and Carter 1988). Other reports which 

contain descriptions of artifacts ~rom the last decade of 

the eighteenth century include the reports by McCoy (1972) 

and the work of Fredricksen and Fredricksen (1965). 

In summary, the work that has been done in historic 

archaeology in the Islands ,has been limited ,to contract 

projects, with the exception of the research-oriented 

" Anahul u:<,'alleyproj ect (Kirch-1979 :--Sahlins 1.9 71 ;-,197 4 ). 

"These contractproj ectshavefocusedalmost exclusively ·on

the identification of the objects recovered·withlittle in 

the way of synthesis. Most of the recovered materials from 

these contract ~rojects appears to date well into the 

nineteenth century, thus substantiating the lack of objects 

that have been identified as belonging to the preceding 

century. Features that post-date 1820 (many are burial 

features) are easily identified because crypt-like 

structures and -the objects recovered in association with the 

individuals, but the features from the preceding decades 

continue to pose problems in identification. 

What We Should . Expect from the Archaeoloqical "Record., 

It is important to realize the limitations that are 

inherent in the'discussion of material remains. The 

continuity of artifacts over time and the longevity of 
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styles are limiting factors for specific dating of some 

·artifacts. Often a wide range of dates can be associated 

with individual historic artifacts. The perishable quality 

of some historic items used in trade, mainly cloth or 

clothing items, and metal objects exposed to acid soil and 

salt air, inhibits our ability to identify and assign dates 

to some artifacts. Durable objects--such as glass beads, 

metal, glass or ceramiclluttons, ceramic sherds,flint, and 

brass, bronze, gold or silver objects--are good for dating. 

None of the collections escavatedrepresents the total 

assemblage of artifacts that can be used to identify-the 

particular site excavated. 

Not all objects of western origin that made their way 

into the hands of Hawaiians will be recovered in the arch-

aeological record. Quantification of objects traded is 

obscured because of the lack of detail on items traded into 

a particular location during a trading period. Trade between 

foreigners and Hawaiians was not limited to trade among a 

few individuals; rather, an unknown number of persons were 

involved in the trading process. 

From the historical documentation it is evident that 

during the protohistoric period (1) the dispersal of-objects 

wasprimari1y among thosewho_1ived along the coastal-areas 

of islands; (2) objects traded were small; (3) the number of 

days that ships stopped in the islands to trade averaged 13 

days per year between 1778 and 1820; (4) the average number 
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of ships arriving each year was 3.1 for the same duration of 

time. Multiplying the average number of ships per year by 

the average number of days each ship visited the Islands 

provides the annual total of 40.3 visitor days. This low 

number would provide few opportunities for Hawaiians to 

trade and acquire large amounts of goods during any given 

year. 

Another factor that influences the identification of 

artifacts from this period is that many of the objects were 

available on the market for ~ong periods of time. Stylistic 

changes-in.ceramicorbottlEi-manufact:ure are more evident in 

thenineteenth·century,1!laterialcdueto the advent of 

mechanization. Objects such as beads, buttons, and·nails 

(bronze or iron) can be used to establish a chronology for 

features that lack other diagnostic remains. However, a 

specifically dated context for the beads, buttons or nails 

must first be established before assigning comparable dates 

to sites based on artifacts found in them. 

The search for the protohistoric period sites in 

Hawaiian archaeology has not been approached in a scienti-

fically rigorous .manner. The archaeological database in 

Hawai'i is comprised primarily of those sites identified 

within the right-of-way o£ developments and reported on by 

contract archaeologists. Excavation of these sites has 

usually been on a sampling basis, requiring a few test pits 

to be excavated and a summary report submitted to the 



developer and the appropriate State or county agencies. 

Although the majority of the excavated sites included in the 

database are within the coastal areas of all Islands, and 

undoubtedly some of these sites date to the protohistoric 

period, little mention of this period is made. Our primary 

interpretation is that a site is historic when there are 

non-traditional artifacts of western origin present. 

~owever, in the protohistoric Iew objects of western origin 

have been recovered. Recognizing the protohistoricperiod in 

Hawai'i is difficult, and identifying artifacts may not .be 

the means by.which to do so. An alternative could be a . 

. system .ofinferencebasedon the settlement patterns and the 

physical organization of architectural features within the 

settlements (Weisler and Kirch 1985; Ladefoged 1987). 

Schiffer (1977) warns us about the cultural and natural 

transforms that determine why some artifacts remain to be 

recovered in the archaeological record and others don't. The 

ideological practices of a particular culture determine why 

some artifacts .are!!laintainedwithin that culture. To under

stand the manipulation of an object within a culture 

requires a knowledge of its use that is .based on historical 

observation documented over time. Hawai'ihas a very. rich 

body of .documentation that can be used to extract informa

tion relating to this type of cultural transform. The use of 

a particular object by one group may not be the same as 

.. another's. The collection of nails by Hawaiians, who did not 
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use them to hold objects together, but rather, manipulated 

them into fishhooks or used them as tribute, is an example 

of a cultural transform. 

Natural transforms are usually site specific. Environ-

ment, both physical and climatic, and context determine the 

natural transforms of objects within an archaeological 

setting. Durability of an object or the stability of the 

Eaterialthat the object is made of must also be considered. 

Gold objects would show some surface decay but the integrity 

of the object would .still be intact compared with a fragment 

of silk brocade of the j;ame vintage. Some sites, of course, 

have providedbetterprot.ec1:.io~ for artifacts than others: 

caves or at least dry caves, have yeildedup well-preserved 

objects that would normally perish, from wooden spears, 

canoes, and images to ~ (native cloth made ~rom the inner 

fibers of some plants). 

The nature of goods that were dispersed in the Islands 

before 1820 varied in quantity and included both durable 

objects, (ceramic, glass, metal, stone) and perishable items 

(ivory, bone, fabric, wood). The frequency of trade would 

determine the quantity of goods imported or arriving during 

anyone visit. The striking change between the pre-.1820and 

post-1820 period is that the frequency of trade was more or 

less continuous after 1820. This allowed for larger 

quantities of goods to be dispersed in the Islands at the 

£requented ports-of-call (population centers). The frequency 
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of trade after 1820 (as revealed in the number of surviving 

artifacts) does not imply that artifacts imported were more 

durable than those traded prior to 1820 but that there were 

more objects (in quantity) imported after this date. 

Between 1786 and 1795, the period of maritime fur 

trading, an average of 6.4 ships stopped in the Islands 

compared to 2 ships per year between 1796 and 1805 (for 

comparative purposes a nine-year period has .been used) .In 

Kamehameha's reign, the average annual visit was for 102.4 

days and 38.4 days respectively for each of the nine year 

periods mentioned above. ~The approximated total number of 

days that visitors spent in the' islands by 1795 .wasat least 

927 or 74% of the total visitor days .between 1786 and 1805, 

and 55% of visitor days between 1778 and 1820. Fifteen of 

the existing records fro 1786 to 1795 and four of the 

records for 1796 to 1805 do not have information needed to 

calculate time spent in the Islands. Had this information 

been available the percentage of visitor days between 1786 

and 1795 would have increased. 

The impact of Europeans and Americans on the Hawaiian 

culture, particularly in the rise to power of Kamehameha 

between the years 1786 and 1795, was dramatic and was 

manifested as changes in specific Hawaiian socio-cultural 

spheres. Changes occurring within these spheres involved 

individuals who represented mainly the ali'i and to a lesser 

degree the maka'ainana. Both groups had access to trade with 
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the foreigners, both received Western objects in trade, but 

the ali'i became the more acculturated because of their 

continued and often prolonged visits with foreigners. 

Some of the first objects to be requested in Hawai'i 

after initial contact were guns. For example, in preparation 

for Kamehameha's assault on the O'ahu chiefs in :1795, Boit 

noted that Kamehameha had gathered "5000 prime muskets ••• 

many swivels and cannons" (Boit n.d. :10). After Kamehameha 

conquered O'ahu in 1795 there was a 33% drop in visitors to 

the islands between ~795 and 1820. It is not clear why this 

decline occurred as early as 1795, but it is clear ,that ,the 

War Df~8:l.2 between the 'English and Spanish forced some· of 

the trading vessels into military action. 

contact after 1786 was sustained and constant and the 

impact on Hawaiian culture in the areas of technology, 

religion, and politics--specifically warfare--canbe 

illustrated. The range of goods and services available 

dramatically changed the military strategies of Kamehameha 

and other chiefs in their efforts to conquer independent 

chiefdoms before 1795. Kamehameha and other chiefs received 

guns, ammunition and heavy artillery before Vancouver's 

visit in :1792. Guns and ammunition were the standard.nedium 

of trade starting in 1788, and by 1791 a Western ship, the 

Fair American, had been captured and used in battle .by 

Kamehameha against a chief of an opposing district. 

Kamehameha also had a well-supplied arsenal including swivel 
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guns and muskets. 

By 1794, eleven foreigners were residing in the 

Islands. Two of the eleven Westerners in the Islands were 

top aides to Kamehameha, John young and Isaac Davis, assis

ting .him with navigation, arms and ammunition, and in 

negotiations with the visiting foreigners. 

Objects received in trade that relate to technology 

(e.g. axes, knives, and files) had so easily been accepted 

into Hawaiian culture that they had curtailed or eliminated 

the use of traditional methods of technology in certain 

locations (Portlock 1789 : 192 , Bell 1929-30: 83). 

Concomitant with thearrivai of some of the visitors 

was the introduction of new plant seeds, such as melons of 

different varieties. These items were given in the hopes 

that they would be planted, flourish, and provide a welcome 

addition to provisions aboard future visiting ships (Nagata 

1985). The impact of these melon and other introduced crop 

plants on Hawaiian cUltivation practices has yet to be 

researched. Cordy (1972) has addressed the broader topic of 

the effect of European contact on the Hawaiian agricultural 

system before 1819. He concludeds that the foreigners did 

impact the traditional system in l.ocalizedareas (Cordy· 

1972:410). 

Key factors in the protohistoric period between the 

years 1786 and 1805, (the years of fur traders as the 

'. primary visitor) are several; namely the majority of these 
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sporadic visitors to-the Islands arrived and departed before 

1795; in some places in the Islands Western goods were 

replacing the indigenous counterparts; some agricultural 

practices were changing to accommodate foreigner demands. If 

these factors caused changes to the cultural features and 

can be identified in the archaeological record then those 

sites are not protohistoric sites but historic, as Schuyler 

notes: 

Indigenous sites become historic sites ••• only when 
their basic cultural and ecological patterns have 
been al teredby contact and when this is .displayed. 
inthecarchaeological data (1978:28) •. 

- - - -

Culture change is dynamicand.cannot.becgeneralized as 

uniform over time and throughout the recipient group. The 

assemblages of objects found in Hawaiian sites reveal this 

variability. In acknowledgement of this intra-group 

variability Schuyler further states that "direct contact 

with Europeans is not necessarily a prerequisite for such 

far reaching changes" (Schuyler 1978:28). Direct contact 

then is not a prerequisite for changes to occurr. Foreign 

goods can circulate through a group without direct contact. 

The years between 1786 and 1795 represent a period of 

time when the Hawaiian people were assessing the foreigners 

and scrutinizing the value of their offerings by accepting 

or rejecting items offered in trade. Between 1796 and 1819, 

Kamehameha was involved in the world market via his contact 

with fur traders, and later, sandalwood traders. In this 
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later period the goods offered in trade were selected by the 

ships captains' with the idea of wining the friendship of 

Kamehameha. Prior to the arrival of the sandalwood traders 

Hawai'i maintained a passive role in western expansionism 

(Friedman 1985:196). As early as 1805, Kamehameha allowed 

sandalwood to be cut in the islands in return for goods from 

canton but the first contract that was signed for this 

resource was in 1812 (Morgan 1948:62, Kuykendall 1978:86). 

By 1810 Kamehameha became sovereign ruler of all the Islands 

and nine years later he diedat.his residence in 

Kailua-Kena, Hawai'i.Thesalldalwood trade cOIltinued into 

the late 1820 's and "led to the final dissolution of 

'ancient' Hawaiian society" (Kuykendall 1978:86). 

The transitory male-dominated nature of marine-based 

trade during the protohistoric period is evident from the 

historical documentation presented in Chapter 3. Through the 

historical documentation it is known that the ali'i, or 

chiefs, waintained control of ports and trade between 

westerners and Hawaiians as early as 1786 (Dixon 1968:106), 

and that after 1810, tariffs were assessed on visiting 

vessels. Although there are references to the maka'ainana, 

or commoners, trading with foreigners during this period, 

the dispersal of material goods was not equitable and it·· 

should not be assumed that what the chiefs received along 

the coast would be similar to objects recovered at other 

sites during the same period. Artifact patterns identified 
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at sites within similar locations occupied by equally-ranked 

individuals .should be more similar than sites from diverse 

locations (inland versus coastal or ali'i versus maka'ainana 

households). Basic patterns of the types of goods recovered 

at sites will vary from site to site; however, this should 

not preclude the identification of similar artifacts between 

sites. 

Because of the impact of transitory·marine-based male 

visitors, the archaeological remains of sites dated to the 

protohistoric period should resemble assemblages (fur trader 

sites) of similar sites elsewhere, such as on the Northwest 

Coast 'of Alnerica, for the same temporal period ,providing, 

of course, that the ships that visited the Islands also 

visited the area where the comparative assemblages 

originated. The acceptance of material goods, access to 

these objects, and the ultimate recovery of the objects in 

an archaeological context are dynamic factors that must be 

considered in analyzing a particular assemblage of 

artifacts. 

After the missionaries arrived in the Islands in ~820, 

the pattern of artifacts changed dramatically and rapidly. 

~radersfromBoston came to supportthemissionization 

efforts in Hawai'i. By 1823 four mercantile houses were in 

business in the Islands (Anonymous 1920:23). With the 
". 

arrival of the missionaries, merchants stocked goods for 

their consumption, in addition to the wants of the ali'! or 
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at least the Boston merchants impression of what the ali'i 

wanted (Anonymous 1920:44-45). The excerpt below taken from 

a letter by John Coffin Jones, Jr. to Boston merchants 

Marshall and Wildes, in January 1823 states that they should 

not send much but what they do send should be of good 

quality 

as superfine cloth, ready made clothes and shirts, 
Calicoes of every description, Rum, wine and gin, 
handsome feathers, some good hats, and shoes of 
large and small sizes; ladies Bonnets and gowns, 
large size different patterns say of silk, calico, 
Cambrick, & c., sea coal [.flint], lumber copper, 
plank paints, and rigging, wheel Barrows, hand 
carts,_light. waggons,-:Dx-carts, :andlarge-:size·4 
wheelwaggons, leather trunks covered with .red 
leather , different sizes tables, .cheap writing 
desks, table cloths, •• ;a quantity o.f.pumps.and 
gear [£or drilling wells] (Anonymous~920: 45) 

Documents that provide information about specific 

items traded to Hawaiians or the particular objects desired 

by the Hawaiians after the protohistoric period help to make 

comparisons between these later items and previously 

introduced items easy. Furthermore these later items can be 

chronologically placed and identified (if recovered) in an 

excavated collection of artifacts. 

In the following section a summary of artifacts 

associated with the protohistoric period will be presented 

and a discussion of the value that each artifact category 

has to the interpretation of the protohistoric period. 
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Summary of Artifacts from Selected sites 

In this section descriptions of artifacts that were 

collected during the excavations at John Young's Homestead, 

and Ki'ilae Village on Hawai'i Island, Fort Elizabeth on 

Kaua'i,Makena, .Maui and Anahulu Valley, O'ahu is presented. 

Table 4.1 introduces basic information for these sites. 

Artifact tables of the sites listed in ~able 4.1 are partial 

lists of the excavated collections. Five artifact types will 

be examined: beads, buttons, ceramics, flint, and metal 

artifacts. These five 'types were selected because each can 

be used for specific dating, aTI of these:artifacts'are' 

durable and 'frequently recovered in excavations, and, as 

documentation from the period shows, all of these items were 

traded during the protohistoric period. The artifacts that 

can be used as "identifiers" for the eighteenth century will 

be singled out of each of the collections in the discussion 

that follows. Table 4.2 represents the five categories of 

artifacts recovered from the sites listed in Table 4.1. 

Beads 

Of the non-perishable items, beads are commonly found 

at nineteenth century archaeological sites throughout the 

islands and well represented at different types of sites-

.:from rockshelters and open habitations to .burials. 

A number of references to the use of beads in trade 

have surfaced from the journals, logs and account books from 
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ID .... 

LOCATION 

Hawai'i 
(1) kawajLhae 
(2) HonaUnau 

KaUa'i 
(j) WaimEla 

Maui 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

O'ahu 

Makena 
Makena 
Makena 

(7) Anahulu 
(8) Anahulu 

Table 4.1 

LoCATION, SITE NAME; DATES, AND NUMBERS 

SITE NAME 

JohnYoungls Homestead 
Ki I ilae Village 

Fort Elizabeth 

DATES SITE. NUMBER 

1791-1834 50-10-05-2296* 
17th-20th centuries 

1815-1864 

19th 

50-30-05-1000 

50-Ma-B8-208** 
50-Ma-B8-220 
50-Ma-B8-238 

18th-19~h 50-0a-D6-34 
50-0a-D6-60 

* Site number is ~rom state of HawaiI!. 50=State; 10=Island of 
Hawai'i; 05=U.S.G.S. Quad; 1bbO=Si~e ,number. 

** site number is from Department of Ahthropology, Bishop Museum. 
50 .. St:ate I Ma or Oa=Island (Maui or 0 I ahu); B8 or D6=Ahupua I a; 
208=Slite number. 
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Table 4.2 

FIVE ARTIFACT TYPES FREQUENCIES 

SITES+: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Beads 11 16 1 13 18 

Buttons 5 14 3 10 i2 

ceramics 455* 18 6 1 5 4 j 

Flint 2 3 35 40 

Metal 205 116 6 143 74 

+ The numbers: to the right across the top refer to the sites 
Ii_ted in Table 4.1. 

* 256 sherds were from two vessels, the remaining sherds were 
from 5 additional ceramic types. 83 sh~rd~ were either 
creamware clr pearlware sherds: 96 sh~rds were Chinese 
porcelain. 
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the protohistoric period, 1778-1820. Cook found that 

Hawaiians were not interested in beads and thought them 

insignificant (Anderson 1784:580). However, before Cook 

leftHawai'i one of the priests was using beads to pay his 

kava masticator at the rate of one bead per mouthful 

(Beaglehole 1967). 

What kind of beads were used in trade by Cook? None of 

the journals describing Cook's voyages to Hawai'i mention 

the type or color of Deads used in trade with the Hawaiians. 

Beads were included as part of the official inventory of 
--_.- -

trade _items to be used in barter with the natives, but 

specifics as to color and size are lacking. However, Quimby 

(1978) tried to isolate the exact types of beads that were 

used during Cook's voyages, and it is from his work that the 

type of beads likely to be recovered in Hawai'i can be 

found. The journals of Cook and King sheds light on the 

color and type of beads used in trade in Hawai'i. This 

information can De infered from documentation of trade 

elswhere. In May 1778, off Prince William Sound, the white 

beads that Cook was carrying were not of much value; he 

speculates that the natives think that the white beads are 

like their crystal beads (Beaglehole 1967:346). 

While Cook was trading with the Aleuts in July 1778, 

King notes that the women were fond of the beads in "blue, 

white & brown about the size of a large pea" (Beaglehole 

1967:1427). Beads in these colors were traded to the Aleuts 
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by Russians, as their preference for them had been 

established prior to Cook's arrival. It can be assumed than 

that similar beads should be recovered in Hawai'i, since 

Cook visited Prince William Sound after leaving Hawai'i, and 

trade in beads was common. Since Cook's first visit to 

Hawai'i, in 1778, was to Kaua'i, blue, white and brown pea

sized beads may be recovered near the port of Waimea. Trade 

in beads continued during Cook's second and third voyages to 

the Pacific. However, Van der Sleen (1973:40-41) identified 

a blue-faceted glass bead with a white center that was used 

in trading -on -his third _ voyage. Unfortunately i tis not 

illustrated so an accurate comparison to existing 

collections is not possible. 

The sources which document the years between 1786 and 

1820 provide few references to the color of beads used in 

trade in the Islands. During this period in Hawaii's history 

the majority of the visitors were fur traders. The activi

ties of fur traders on the Northwest Coast of America by 

American and European companies are potentially important 

sources Ior providing a chronolog~y of beads that appear in 

Hawaiian sites. Dixon was carrying blue and green .beads in 

1786 the Northwest Coast of America (Quimby ~978:235) and 

Meares was also trading in green beads in the same year 

(Meares 1791 :.lxv). Documentation on the types of beads 

carried by Dixon and Portlock in their visits to the Islands 

indicate that they were probably small green and yellow 
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beads, as these colors were ~entioned by Portlock as beads 

requested from Meares while trading in the Northwest coast 

of America on May 19,1787 (Meares 1790: xxvi). 

Quimby (1966:88-89), in his study of European trade 

goods in the western Great Lakes region of America, found 

that monochrome faceted beads regardless of size are 

diagnostic for the period between 1760 and 1820. The traders 

in this area were again fur traders, European prior to 1800 , 

and mostly American after 1800 (Quimby 1966:82). The dating 

of these beads was dependent on the presence of silver 

ornamentslnade for the :fur trade -and used between~760and 

l820. Such finite controls on the beads recovered in Hawai'i 

has yet to be established. 

The summary of bead types that may have been introduced 

into Hawai'i during the protohistoric are listed in Table 

4.3. The bead descriptions are not complete, just as the 

descriptions in the references are not complete. Mcre ~ork 

needs to be done to compile a list of bead types with color 

and manufacturing teChniques that will allow for the use of 

beads as temporal indicators. 

Orchard (1975:101) illustrates a number of glass beads 

that -were distributed by traders in the West; although 

specific information on chronology and size is missing, the 
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Table 4.3 

BEAD TYPES NOTED IN LITERATURE OF THE 
PROTOHISTORIC PERIOD 

TYPE 

Blue 
White 
Brown 
Faceted beads 
Green, translucent 
BlUe, translucent 
Yellow 
Green, translucent 
Blue faceted 

DATE 

1778-1779 
1778-1779 
1778-1779 
1760-1820 
1786 
1786 
1787 
1787 
1810 

00 
~~ 

REFERENCE 

Beaglehole 1967 
Beaglehole 1967 
Beaglehole 1967 
Quimby'1966 
Dixon 1789 
Dixon 1789 
Meares 1790 
Meares 1.790 
Quimby 1978 
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shapes and colors are similar to beads in collections from 

sites in this study. The colors represented are (1) faceted 

transparent green, (2) opaque yellow, (3) dark blue 

transparent, (4) dark blue opaque, and (5) pale blue opaque 

round beads (Orchard 1975:102). 

Faceted beads were one of the .many types of beads 

carried by fur traders into the Northwest Coast (Quimby 

1966). Of the beads recovered in the excavations of these 

sites faceted beads occurred only at·John Young's Homestead 

(1 translucent blue-green) and Ki'ilae Village, site D-140 

(6 translucent midnight blue, 1 translucent emerald qreen, 1 

translucent red) •. It ispossible·that·these represent the 

pre-1820 period, since faceted beads ·were known to be used 

in that early trade. Faceted blue-green or emerald green 

beads are uncommon in collections from Hawai'i. 

The distribution of the opaque round mandrel wound 

yellow (Munsel Color 5.0 Y 8/10-3.7 Y 8/13), or daffodil 

color (Color Harmony 1-1/2 ia) (Karklins1982:107) beads, 

are represented in four sites: John Young's Homestead {3 

specimens,2 fused together measurements :not included),' Fort 

Elizabeth (1 specimen), and Anahulu ValleyD6-60 (2 

specimens). The size of these beads range from 6.0 mm-8.0 

lIlJIIinwidth, 7.0mm-8.0 mm height (parallel to bore), and 

1.5 mm-2.2 mm bore size. This bead type occurs more 

frequently in post-1820 stratigraphic context than in a 

protohistoric (Carter 1979; ~982). 
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A common bead found in North American sites is the 

Cornaline d'Aleppo, and it provides a good marker for sites 

in Hawai'i. After 1830, the center of these beads varied 

from a light green core to an ivory core, with a bright red 

outer layer; the· brighter the exterior red layer of glass, 

the later the manufacture (Sprague 1985:94). Karklins 

(1982:51-52) illustrates and describes several examples of 

this type of bead from a nineteenth century venetian Bead 

Sample Book. Representative samples of this type of bead 

have been recovered frequently at sites throughout Hawai'i: 

No beads of this type were recovered -from either Ki'ilae 

Village or Fort Elizabeth. However, nine beads were 

identified at the Anahulu Valley site D6-34 and one at D6-

60, and one was identified at the John Young Homestead. The 

presence of this bead at the Anahulu Valley sites and 

Young's site may be an indication of the late period of 

introduction for this type of bead, corresponding with the 

formal attributes of a post-1830 form. 

Buttons 

Buttons from these assemblages are made from either 

organic material, glass, or porcelain. Most datable buttons 

are non-organic types. There was only one-metal button :from 

the pre-~820 period sites that was typical of buttons 

manufactured pri~~ to 1800 (Noel Hume 1974:99). It was a 

plain-faced, slightly convex brass button with a loop 

soldered to the back. It was recovered from the John Young 
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Homestead (Rosendahl and Carter 1988:51). 

A second impressed metal button, referred to as a 

Phoenix button, because of the bird design embossed on the 

face, was recovered from Fort Elizabeth, but it is the only 

one of its kind to be collected from archaeological sites in 

the Islands (McCoy 1974:30). This button post dates-1820 and 

is not associated with the Russian Fur Company (strong 

1975:76-79). 

The most common type of button identified from the 

Anahulu collection is .referred to in.:the.literature as 

"small chinas" (Luscomb~967:~83).These'buttonsare .usually 

white and made of anon-translucent'porcelainranging in 

size from 2/8" 7/8" • There is one example from D6-34 

referred to as a "calico" button. This designation refers to 

the textile transfer-printed design on the surface of the 

button face. The small chinas that are plain were mass 

produced in this country after 1860. The one calico ~utton, 

which was known to be popular in America has an earlier date 

of 1845. The remaining buttons were not diagnostic enough to 

be assigned specific dates. 

Ceramics 

Of the arti£acts from the John young Homestead, three 

types of ceramic artifacts stand out: (1) green edged pearl-

ware (1780-1830) (South 1978:72) 1 (2) Canton porcelain, blue 

on white underglaze (1800-1830) (South 1.978:72; Tindall 

"1979:161, Fig.41 Godden 1979:164); and (3) overglazed 
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enamelled China trade porcelain, multi-colored with a floral 

design (1790-1825) (South .1978:72). Canton porcelain 

fragments were recovered at all three sites. The pearlware 

earthenware and overglazed porcelain which were recovered at 

the John Young Homestead were not identified at the other 

sites. 

other ceramic types included annular wares (1780-.1815), 

common in early nineteenth century sites. These consist of 

.bowls and other shapes decorated with horizontal bands of 

color. (Noel Hume~970: 131, South 1978:: 72)~""Thistype of· 

ceramic was only recovered at the John Young Homestead. 

Multi-colored transfer-printed ceramics (1820-1840) occurred 

at the John Young Homestead. 

The Canton blue-on-white porcelain was recovered from 

the excavations at Fort Elizabeth. However, none· of these 

ceramic types were recovered from the O'ahu or in the Maui 

excavations. 

Flint 

A single English blade gun flint, gray to black and 

prismatic in form, is a type that post-dates 1800 (Noel Hume 

1970:220). One such flint was recovered atthe.JohnYoung 

Homestead. other flint was recovered:from Fort~lizabeth on 

Kaua'i (McCoy 1972:27). The Kaua'iflints have beenidenti-

fied as French and English in origin on the basis of color, 

French ranging from very pale brown to grayish brown (Munsel 

" Color 10 YR 7/3-10 YR 5/2), and English ranging from white 
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to very dark gray (Munsel Color 2.5 Y N8/-2.5 Y N3/). But 

according to Mccoy (1972:27) these flints are American. No 

flint artifacts were identified for the Ki'ilae village 

features. 

Flint recovered from the Anahulu collection was 

considerable--a total of 75 fragments that included 23 

worked fragments from the two features D6-34 and D6-60, with 

an additional 52 Iragments of shatter identified. No Iormal 

gun flints were identified in these two collections or the 

total collection of flint recovered from the ,excavations. 

Analysis of ~93cflint artifacts Irom11AnahuluVa1~ey 

£eaturescShowed ~that.:flint.wasl:>eing imported .intothe 

valley in nodule Iorm (a high percentage of cortex was found 

on many fragments) and reduced to make either gunspall 

flints or strike-a-lights (Carter 1979,1984). 

Flint~ppeared on a list of goods destined for the' 

Islands in 1;:he 1790's as "fire stone" (Roe 1967). Between 

1805 and 1808 there is a reference to the use of strike-a

lights in the journal of Isaac Iselin (1922:71). He noted 

that while at .Kealakekua Bay "a priest on board won't iet 

anything else be used to light his pipe but "flint & steel'" 

.(Iselin 1922: 71) .• According ·to a .summary article by Greer 

(1977:3-38) flint 'was imported in large quantities by 1838. 

Metal Objects 

Metal objects recovered from these sites were corroded, 

., making identification impossible in many cases. Copper alloy 
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metals, such .asbrass or bronze, survive the salt air 

longer. Metal artifacts are usually the largest category of 

artifacts to be recovered archaeologically. Nails are the 

most common identifiable metal objects. 

Many of the historical documents identify situations in 

which metal, specifically iron, was used for trade. other 

objects of metal introduced were adzes, chisels, files, 

fishhooks, forks, hatchets, cut barrel hoops, iron nails, 

knives, razors, rings, and scissors (see Table 3.5:71 for 

references). Some of these items were recovered £rom 

archaeologicalsi testhat dat totheprotohistoric}leriod 

. but none can be securely dated to that period. Brass gun 

hardware was found at John Young's Homestead, and the 

fragment has been tentatiVely identified as a butt plate 

from a eighteenth century British musket (Stanford 1975:58). 

A second piece of brass metal work identified from this site 

is a drawer pull fitting, which dates to a period between 

1750-1820 (Revi 1974:80-81). 

Needles recovered from an archaeological context are 

rare but larger sized brass needles (probably used for 

sewing heavy canvas) were recovered from John Young's site 

(Noel Hume 1970:255). 

Nails are most likely to survive the elements over time 

at both rockshelter sites and open terrace sites. Changes in 

nail manufacturing techniques provide a clue to their age: 

in a pre-1830 nail the metal fibers run crosswise to the 
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shaft, while in a post-1830 nail the fibers run parallel to 

the shaft (Noel Hume 1970:253- 254). The first type of nails 

will snap if clenched; the nail with lengthwise fibers is 

stronger. 

In the historical documents from this period there is 

little technological detail or description of objects that 

would facilitate the identification of artifacts. One aspect 

of early pre-1820 artifact collections is the presence of 

copper alloy or brass nails, spikes, or brass sheeting. 

These artifacts are seemingly more durable than objects nade 

of .iron .~Bronze cnailsare used in· .boat building and the 

sheeting.is.alsoused to cover. the hulls ·of cships~.Sheet 

brass was traded in the Northwest Coast and it is likely 

that it was used in trade in the Islands before 1800. In 

middle to late nineteenth century sites bronze nails or 

spikes are not found. The exception is that in some burial 

features brass tacks and nails are used to seal the lid of 

coffins. 

Summary of the Archaeology of Protohistoric Hawai'i 

The protohistoric period, 1778-1820: is characterized 

by a variety of visitors: transitory male traders, explorors 

and:merchants. The archaeological data-base as presented in 

this Chapter only reflects the scarcity of objects that can 

be identi£ied for this period. Conclusions about male and 

female activities are dif.ficult to make from these arti-

£acts, as many of the objects traded to men were also traded 
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to women. Hawaiian men were in contact with foreign traders 

more often than Hawaiian females; at least this seems to be 

the pattern as reflected in the documentation. Consequently 

male-oriented activities, such as canoe building and 

possibly image carving, would be altered because of the 

introduction of metal wood working tools. During this 

period, the only Hawaiian with whom the foreigners had 

sufficient contact to make a significant impact ~ay have 

been the ali'i, primarily Kamehameha and his retainers. The 

aliti, were more frequently involved with the trading 

activities with foreigners. Thus with ~ore exposure to 

foreigners the rate of acculturation for this group would be 

greater than for those not in contact with the foreigners. 

Artifacts associated with female activities during this 

time would not be as likely to chang~> The introduction of 

items such as beads or buttons were not items that were 

likely to alter traditional activities, since they did not 

provide the possessor with an alternate object to complete a 

task. (An example of this change would be the introduction 

of metal bowls as replacements for wooden bowls.) However, 

the area where impact might be seen is in the carving of 

l@M beaters. It is possible that the introduction of l!letal 

tools allowed for the finer carved lines in designs on 

beaters. The post-1820 introduction of writing and the 

implements for writing (e.g. different colored ink) may have 

influenced the design motifs on kapa. The introduction of 
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colored cloth was used to color kapa. The fine cotton fibers 

'are visible on some samples in the Bishop Museum. 

The artifacts recovered from an archaeological context 

are unfortunately meager. The few items that can be dated to 

the protohistoric are those that are well documented to a 

specific time period. Such items include English green edged 

pearlware (1780-1830), overglaze trade porcelain 

(l790-1825), a one-piece plain face brass button, and 

English blade gunflint (ca. 1800). 

Although the ceramics have a terminus date that post

datesthe-protohistoric end date of l820, the ceramiccSherds 

of ,the types listed above would be considered early rather 

than late. There are many other types of ceramics that were 

being produced during this time but they are not recovered 

in Hawai'i (or we have not excavated the sites). During the 

latter half of the nineteenth century the archaeological 

pattern of material remains shows a higher percentage of 

ceramic artifacts. 

Beads as a class of artifacts have a great potential 

for establishing a viable chronological tool for Hawaiian 

archaeology. The beads that have been presented here do not 

assist the archaeologist for the pre-1820 period but provide 

a good marker for some of the later period sites. 

Evaluation of likely sites for finding evidence of the 

protohistoric in Hawaii's past should include geographical 

location (Hawai'i, O'ahu, Kaua'i), type of site (substantial 
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house structure [implying long-term residence], and 

historical associations with location. The selections of 

sites made for this thesis was based on location, historical 

associations, and prior knowledge of the artifact 

assemblages. 

The John Young Homestead is the best documented 

transition site (between protohistoric and historic) in the 

.Islands.The artifact assemblage is much.morelike a Jlliddle 

to late nineteenth century assemblage based on the variety 

of types of artifacts (e.g. glass tumblers, several types of 

ceramics ,and bottle glass ).Eome items date to ancearlier 

period supporting the presence of -proto historic .and .historic 

time frames. 

Ki'ilae Village has an interesting assortment of 

objects but most postdate 1820. The few beads that were 

recovered stand out for their uniqueness among the site 

assemblages examined. However, the temporal indicators ~re 

lacking. It is possible that further work on beads found at 

sites in Hawai'i will clarify the context in which these 

beads were recovered. 

Fort Elizabeth is no doubt the Fort established by the 

Russians between 1816-1817, but the collection of artifacts 

does not reflect this period as much as it does the post

Russian period (1818-1864) (MCCoy 1972:7). stratified 

deposits at this location, not necessarily the Fort, should 

illustrate the duration of occupation by Hawaiians and the 
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interaction with westerners prior to 1820. By focusing on 

the contact site locations more information about the proto

historic can be pieced together. 

In Makena artifact assemblages, none of the artifacts 

can be grouped in the early pre-1820 time frame. Assemblages 

from the Anahulu Valley sites are also late examples. 

It is evident from the historical documentation that 

theali'i or chiefs maintained control of ports and that men 

were the primary purveyors of trade between westerners and 

Hawaiians. This pattern continued into the nineteenth 

century, maintaining the differential access to goods, 

.therefore influencing the pattern of archaeological material 

goods. Post-1820 objects are JIlore frequently found, since 

the quantity and the dispersal pattern differed from that of 

the previous century. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis focused on a period of time in Hawaiian 

history defined in Chapter 1 as the protohistoric. This is 

the period of time after western contact but before physical 

changes within the culture can be archaeologically identi

fied. The protohistoric period in Hawai'i covers the years 

between 1778 and 1820. It is meagerly represented by the 

material cremains of trade between~awaiians and transitory 

male foreigners that frequented the Islands prior to 1820. 

The historical documentation is replete with evidence 

of traded goods (e.g. beads, nails, and buttons) and the 

conduits through which these items were distributed. It is 

also clear that the chiefs or ali'i had control of the 

trading activities at certain ports. A port generally became 

established at a place where the ruling chief was in 

residence and his retinue of priests and attendants were 

present. Although some historical documents relate trading 

activities with individuals who were not chiefs, priests or 

chiefly attendants; these are relatively few compared to the 

references to trade with chiefs. The identification of 

archaeological remains and their association to a chief or 

commoner is a topic in need of more detailed examination. 

Identifying such socially diagnostic materials is important 
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for comparative analysis of artifact collections associated 

with the alili and with the makalainana. 

Although the historical documentation is voluminous 

information that enables archaeologists to identfy specific 

trade objects wi-th specific time periods is lacking. What we 

do know is that (~) the dispersal of objects was primarily 

among those who lived along the coastal areas of the 

Islands; (2) objects traded were small (in size); (3) the 

-number of days that ships stopped in the .Islands to trade 

averaged 13 days per year between 1778 and 1820, and (4) the 

-.averagenumberofships arriving each . year ·was 3.1 -:for the 

same _period of-time. 

Men were the primary people-involved in trade during 

the protohistoric period. Transitory male visitors partici-

pating in a marine-based trade network dominated the 

protohistoric period. It is because of this pattern that 

li.ttle of the protohistoric can be identified in the 

archaeological record. Thepost-1820 period was not 

dominated by marine-based trade but a land-based system that 

~ent beyond the coastal villages. The exposure to new 

people--their culture and to the material goods of their 

culture--is. exhibited inpost-1820 sites. 'l'he missionaries, 

their wives and children, and other merchants who had 

established themselves in the Islands after 1820 became the 

purveyors of change. 

The model of marine-based trade in the protohistoric 
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period, as outlined here (Figure 5.1}, is a representation 

of how trade goods are initially introduced into a culture. 

The objective of such trade is to reach those people in 

power and secure a trading environment that is beneficial to 

each participant. Although the model is based on work done 

in the Northwest Coast of America (see Chapter 2) but ,its 

application is far-reaching. It is hoped that this model 

will serve others investigating the protohistoricperiod in 

other marine-based settings. 

Model of Maritime~rade 

The 'lDodel-oLlIlaritimetrade presented lnFigure5.1 

addiessestheimpact ofmarine~based±ransitory traders on 

the Hawaiian ,culture. The application of thislllcdel should 

help researchers to identify that pattern which should be 

peculiar to archaeological assemblages of the period between 

1778-1820. While this model will be used to illustrate the 

Hawaiian case, the basic premises should be applicable ~o 

similar contact situations in other island or lllarine-based 

locations. 

'The model prese~ted here helps _to explicate the lack of . 

material remains for the protohistoric period in Hawaiian 

history. The archaeological assemblages that .bavebeen 

'excavated reflect'a distinctive'patternthat,whilenot 

unique to Hawai'i, is nevertheless characteristic of early 

contact situations. Contact in Hawai'i can be defined by 

five basic criteria (Figure 5.1). The response to contact 
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under these defined criteria is also presented. A third part 

of this model focuses on the material correlates of contact 

that is, what do we expect to find archaeologically? 

The archaeological evidence for this nodel can be 

viewed from either of two perspectives: First, that there is 

a scarcity of objects dating from early contact situations 

compared to objects of a later date that can be more easily 

identified; second, that although the location of trading in 

the Islands is known, archaeologically studied sites from 

these areas do not contain the_a:!:"tifactsonewouldexpect:to. 

.find. The first perspective suggests that 'recovered material 

items-.o.ftrade· dating from this period will be scarce. The 

second perspective suggests that the expectations-of 

identifying artifacts .from this period can not be realized 

as the sites may not have been identified. 

In this thesis both perspectives are accepted as a true 

reflection of the archaeological record in .Hawai'i during 

the protohistoric. Documents on the general types of goods 

traded to the Hawaiians are abundant; they indicate that the 

material traded are limited both in types and in number. 

Likewise, several protohistoric archaeological sites have 

been excavated in those areas that were frequented by the 

male-dominated transitory visitors. The respective artifact 

assemblages do reflect the model of maritime trade presented 

here. 

The implications derived from the seeming lack or 
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A. 

B. 

Figure 5.1 

MARINE BASED TRADE - PROTOHISTORIC HAWAI'I 

Basic criteria (example from the Northwest Coast 
(Fisher 1977): 

1. Transitory (visits irregular). 

2. Male-dominated group of traders. 
(Primary interaction between male 
traders and indigenous males with some 
interaction between male traders and 
indigenous females.) 

3. Traders xocused on leaders of indigenous 
groups when trading. 

4. Recipient group seen as keen traders. 

5. Returning to :known~placiesoitrade. 

correspondingrespoJ'lse to trade: 
.L Accreting objects of trade from small 

single objects to specifically named 
items requested for trade. 

2. Leaders stockpiling goods. 

3. Some gender differentiation in items 
traded. Distribution of goods not always 
ended up in male hands but females 
received some items in trade. 

4. Few foreigners leaving the ship, trade 
primarily on board ship. 

5. The areas more heavily frequented by 
traders should have a greater percentage 
of period artifacts. 

C. .The archaeological record: 
1. Male activity artifact sets change 

rapidly .• 

2. Female activity artifact sets are more 
stable. 

3. Many artifacts from this period are not 
time specific. 

4. Fewer items traded than otherwise 
indicated in the literature. 
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sparsity of temporally diagnostic protohistoric objects are 

important. caution should be taken when considering the age 

of archaeological features that do not have historic arti-

facts as part of the assemblage. The archaeological pattern 

of the protohlstoric period is not changed much from the 

prehistoric assemblage. 

We must deal more effectively with the protohistoric 

period if we ever hope to achieve a meaningful understanding 

of the dynamics of late prehistoric and early historic '., 

Hawaiian culture history. For example, .. how accurate·are the' 

estimates o£ population when a. significant ·portion.of 

Hawaii's past can not be accounted for archaeologically? How 

useful are settlement pattern studies derived from the 

temporally-ordered archaeological data if the protohistoric 

period is not identified? And undoubtedly studies on disease 

vectors would be facilitated by a better understanding of 

this period. 

Cultures in contact do not always leave readily 

identifiable material remains. Also historical documents are 

good resources but must be used judiciously in their appli-

cation to past human behavior. Nevertheless this thesis has 

demonstrated that the protohistoric period in Hawai I iis .' 

real, recognizable and critically important for many of our 

research interests, It is now up to the Hawaiian archaeo-

logical community to insure that theprotohistoric at last 

gets the attention and proper recognition that it has so 

long 
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